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GV partners with U.S. Green Building Council to
%

collect data, evaluate benefits of green buildings
Students work with LEED database to record performance, efficiency of sustainable buildings
By Molly Waite

typically
cost 20 to 30
percent
more
With 11 LeadershipinEnergyand
to
construct,
Environmental
Designs-certified
Pattermann
buildings on the Grand Valley
said,
which
State University campuses, the
discourages
university has created a partnership
builders
from
with the West Michigan chapter of designing
the U.S. Green Building Council
buildings
to
Chrfstaplier
to database the performance of the
meet the LEED
“green” buildings.
standards.
“I think we understand generally
He hopes the project will prove
what the benefits are of LEEDto investors that the increased
certified buildings, but this project
building performance will pay back
provides us with the opportunity to
the expense, while simultaneously
get at some real data,” said Norman
protecting
the
Christopher,
“We hope to prove
environment.
executive
director
Bart
Bartels,
that the LEEDof the Sustainable
project
manager
certified buildings at
Community
for the SCDL said
Development
GVSU are performing there was a 9.6
Initiative.
percent reduction
as well as they were
Junior
Justin
of
greenhouse
Pattermann, one of
intended to.”
gas emissions per
the students working
students
between
JUSTIN PATTERNMANN
on
this
project,
2006 and 2009. He
GVSU JUNIOR
said
completing
believes the most
the databases is the easiest way to
likely reason for this decrease was
comparatively measure building
the savings from the GVSU LEED
performance against other similar
buildings.
buildings by tracking performance,
Buildings
receive
LEED
construction, design and cost data
standing based on a system of
for the individual buildings.
credits, said Scott Whisler, project
“We hope to prove that the
manager of the LEED AP. Credits
LEED-certified buildings at GVSU
include energy savings, building
are performing as well as they were
site design, material use and waste
intended to,” Pattermann said.
management.
“We also hope that this project
“To say that a LEED building is
will promote LEED certifications
always more energy efficient would
for new buildings by showing
be false, but GVSU tries to get as
that in the long run, (these)
many credits in each category as
buildings save money and are
realistically
possible,”
Whisler
good for the environment and local
said.
economies.”
Whisler also said he works
LEED-certified
buildings
GVL Senior Reporter

GVL Archive
The Glenn A. Niemeyer Learning and Living Center is one of GVSU's five current LEED-certified buildings. Assembling a
LEED database will allow the university to evaluate the efficiency of the sustainable building requirements.

with the USGBC West Michigan
chapter to develop teams that will
work with building owners, helping
them document and track building
energy performance. The data will
be released in a book to showcase
all the buildings that were studied,
bringing more awareness to green

buildings in West Michigan.
“Our
society
today
calls
everybody toconsume," Pattermann
said. “The problem is that we
need to use large, often excessive,
amounts of resources in order to
consume at the level at which we
have become accustomed, and this

is unsustainable. The only way for
us to continue to consume at our
current levels is to fully utilize
the resources we have, reduce or
eliminate waste, and replenish the
resources that we do use to ensure
that we do not run out.”

mwaite @ lanthorn .com

Asian influence at GV increases with
addition of Korean language classes
In response to student interest, GVSU will offer entry-level Korean
language courses for the first time starting in fall 2010
By Anya Zentmeyer
GVL Assistant News Editor
Starting next fall 2010, Grand
Valley State University will introduce
new
Korean
language
courses
aimed at promoting more academic,
social and cultural development for
students.
“GVSU will benefit by offering a
Korean language courses because it
will help to broaden GVSU’s respect
for and appreciation of history,
tradition and culture of different
ethnic groups,” said Lisa Bol, student
advocate. “Korean culture, language.
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third-semester
food and people are unique. There is
language course in
more to Asia than China and Japan.
KOR so students
Furthermore, North and South Korea
can complete their
have become quite important in
world affairs and will continue to be
B.A.
language
influential.”
requirement
in
language,”
Even with the establishment of the
the Korean Intercultural Society,
Caillaud said.
a Discovery Korea event and the
Statistics
enrollment of 18 Korean international
professor
Soon
Hong
and exchange students and 11 Korean
Hong,
advisor
professors, Bol noticed a consensus
of the Korean
Intercultural Society, thinks the
among students that there was a
lack of Asian languages represented
development of another Asian
at GVSU; so a few GVSU students
language would provide a means
implemented the petition of Korean
to further the ever-growing issue of
globalization.
language classes.
“The
Padnos
Anne
Caillaud,
“When you know a
International
chairof thedepartment
Center
has
been
of Modem Language
few words in other
developing
many
and
Literatures,
people's language,
different
programs
took the effort of the
you can make
to help make global
students to heart.
connections,” Hong
“I have to say that
friends with them
said. “When
you
I am impressed with
right away.”
know a few words
the
students
who
SOON HONG
in
other
people’s
started this process,”
GVSU PROFESSOR
language, you can
Caillaud said. “They
make friends with
are highly committed
them right away. So I would say that
and have been very efficient in
providing all necessary information
learning a foreign language may be
to make this possible.”
the first step for the globalization”
Korean courses will be offered as
Caillaud added although GVSU
a special topics course under KOR
has offered Chinese and Japanese
for a number of years, this is the first
180, the equivalent of 101, in fall
time a real initiative has been made
2010 on the Allendale campus.
“Learning other people’s culture
toward a Korean Language. Should
comes along with learning language,”
the Korean language prove popular
Hong said. “The world will be more
among the students, the program has
the potential to grow.
peaceful by understanding other
“Should there be continued
people.”
interest, we will offer a second- and
assistantnews@ lanthorn .com

GVL / Eric Coulter
Brewstir's Bar and Grill in Meadows Crossing was the scene of the firing of a
GRPD officer's gun, which led to two charges of reckless discharge.

Student charged with reckless fire
of GRPD officer's misplaced gun
She, too, has been charged with
reckless
handling of a firearm. Her
GVL Web Managing Editor
arraignment is set for Hudsonville
A Grand Valley State University
district court Wednesday, after
student has been charged with
which the department will release
reckless discharge of a firearm after
her name to the public.
she picked up and fired an off-duty
“It appears as though she was
Grand Rapids Police officer’s gun
a victim of time frames,” Bennett
March 6 in the men’s bathroom of said of the defendant.
a local bar.
Contrary to earlier reports,
The gun’s owner, Allendale
Bennett said Guerrero realized he
resident John Guerrero, has been
did not have his gun when he heard
charged
with
the gunshot and not
carrying a concealed
“It appears as
when
Brewstir’s
weapon
while
employees
though
(the
student)
having
a
bloodinformed him.
was a victim of time
alcohol
content
Bennett added
of 0.02 to 0.08, a
his department has
frames.”
civil infraction, and
“no inclination at
reckless
handing
MARK BENNETT
all that (the two)
of a firearm, a
OCSD LIEUTENANT
knew each other
misdemeanor.
He
before the event.”
faces up to 90 days in jail and a
Guerrero joined the GRPD in
$150 fine.
2001 After the incident, the GRPD
The woman, 19, entered the
placed him on paid suspension.
men’s bathroom at Brewstir’s on
He was at a pretrial conference
48th Avenue because the bar’s
at
Hudsonville
district court
one-stall women’s bathroom was
Thursday and will be back in court
already occupied, said Lt. Mark
for another on May 18.
Bennett of the Ottawa County
wehman @ lanthorn .com
Sheriff’s Department.

By Dan Michniewica
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Mich, man starts T-shirt
company to combat poverty
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Hillsdale College senior sells Be A Number T-shirts to help needy children
By Sarah Lambert

(616)895-7300

Get Started
Before Fall:
Fulbright, Rhodes. Gilman and Other
Fellowships Information Session ^
©
pUUWGHJ
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Become familiar with scholarships and fellowships that
have early fall 2010 application deadlines including
prestigous awards like the Fulbright. Rhodes, Gilman
and More!

Workshops will be held on:

April 6th from 4:00-5:50pm in MAK B114
April 7th from 3:00-5:00pm in 302E DeVos
April 8th from 5:15-7:00pm in HON 220
Advanced registration appreciated, e-mail
fellowships^ gvsu.edu if you plan to attend. For
questions please contact Amanda Cuevas at 331-3219
or fellowships^ gvsu.edu

Battle Creek Enquirer
BATTLE CREEK, Mich.
(AP) — Kevin Hershock went
to classes, played football and
spent time with his friends.
He was just a student — until,
one morning, he decided to
change the world.
Hershock, 21, a Marshall
High
School
graduate,
founded Be A Number on a
September morning around
2 a.m. He was sitting in his
room trying to decide what to
do with his life, and he slowly
hatched a plan to help himself
and the world’s children.
“You
don’t
have
to
have
some
life-changing
experience in order to change
someone's life,” Hershock, a
senior at Hillsdale College,
said. “I think it’s kind of
encouraging, because pretty
much anyone could think of
something like that.”
That
night,
Hershock
designedaT-shirt with a simple

AP Photo / John Grap, The Battle Creek Enquirer
Kevin Hershock poses with his Be A Number T-shirts in Marshall, Mich. He already sold 500 shirts.

corresponding number would
go to an impoverished child
somewhere in the world.
Hershock’s company was
inspired by TOMS Shoes, a
company that pledges that for
every pair of shoes a customer
buys, a child in need gets a
pair.
Be A Number’s name
comes from a quote from
Mahatma Gandhi. “You must
be the change you wish to see
in the world.”

PEW

CONGRATULATIONS!
This was the water reduction
from last year in the month of
September

.
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People try to avoid being
just a number, Hershock said.
They try to stand out. But in
this case, being a number is
just enough to spark a change
in the world.
In the six months since
he scribbled down the logo
designs, Hershock already
has sold 500 shirts at $20 a
piece, he said.
The first batch of matching
shirts, with the order numbers
one to 250, will go to needy
children
this
weekend,
Hershock said. Hershock’s
first drop-off will be Saturday.
He and his friend Elizabeth
Bonner
are
driving
the
shirts to Rine Ridge Indian
Reservation in South Dakota.
Forty-nine
percent
of

WRAPS
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people living in Pine Ridge
were below the poverty
level
in
2000 and the
median household income
there in 1999 was $20,170,
according to U.S. Census
Bureau statistics. The median
household income in the
United States in that period
was $50,046.
“I started doing a little
investigating and I found out
that a couple of my friends
had actually been out there,
and it’s as bad as it sounds,”
Hershock said.
One student who had been
there actually started crying
just talking about what he had
seen, Hershock said.
“I’m a - pretty emotional
person, so I hope I can hold
myself together when I get
there,” he said.
Pine Ridge will be the first
of many world destinations
for drop-offs, he said. Among
anticipated destinations are
Honduras, Haiti, Panama,
Chile, Turkey and Africa.
Hershock also is working
to start a charity that allows
people to directly donate to
the children with the same
numbered shirts.
“It’s a way for people to
look at their numbers as a
little piece of the world that
they could change at any
minute,” he said.
When he graduates next
year, Hershock will have time
to expand his business, he
said.
“It’s been really successful,
and I can only imagine what
its going to be like when 1
can fully devote my time and
effort into this.”
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189 two- and four-bedroom townhomes and apartments
Bedroom/bathroom suites designed to accommodate one person
Eight floor plans; barrier-free units and single-stall, attached garages available
Outdoor sportcourt and beach volleyball areas
Club house and community room facilities
A Step in today to set as at eer on-site leasing office
I

or visit us on tine at www.meadowscrossing.net!

Crossin
1074S 4*th Awe - Allendale, Ml 49401 - 616 892-7700. phone - 618-892-2702.
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Community Garden cultivates new season of hands-on learning

News in Brief
everyone is trying to leam it.
This year there has been a lot
GVL Senior Reporter
of interest in the garden from
With the days growing
a lot of different parties, so
longer and wanner, students
we have been trying to figure
working in the Grand Valley
out how to delegate the plots
State University Community
between students, faculty and
Garden are gearing up for the
the community members who
2010 growing season.
want to get involved.”
The garden was established
Edwin Joseph, an associate
as* a student
professor
at
“(Agriculture) is also
project in 2008
GVSU and a
to
create
a
about understanding
member of the
sustainable local
Community
the importance
food
source
Garden
of community
and to teach
Committee,
students about
relationships and
is
offering
agricultural
a
practicum
local food systems.”
practices
and
course
this
EDWIN JOSEPH
organic foods.
summer
GVSU ASSOCIATE
It
functions
in
Global
PROFESSOR
as an outdexir
Sustainable
classroom ,
Agriculture
providing a better learning
that will feature the Community
experience for students and
Garden as teaching tool.
community members who want
“Agricultural
education
to leam how to become better
in the U.S. is certainly
connected with the earth.
diminishing,”
Joseph
“Five years ago, I didn’t
said. “For many
people,
know many people that were
agriculture does not seem to
our age that were interested in
be economically
attractive
gardens, and now I feel like it’s
or socially rewarding. Many
rampant,” said l>evi Gardner,
people are also ‘disconnected’
operations manager of the
from the foods we consume.
Community Garden. “Nearly
Agricultural awareness is more

By Molly Waiter

Lanthorn Literary Edition
postponed to April 12
I
Due to the overwhelming
‘.response in submissions,
Jthe Literary Edition of the
;Lanthom will be postponed
to April 12.
University holds
sustainability summit
A panel of local and
•university experts at Grand
•Valley
State
University
will discuss the issue of
sustainability on a local,
.state and national level at this
year’s Grand Valley Summit
;on Sustainability.
The event is sponsored
by the Hauenstein Center
for Presidential Studies and
ayill be held on April 7 in
I^oosemoore
auditorium
Ion the Pew Campus. The
Event begins at 8 a.m. with
Mayor George Heartwell and
Christina Keller of Cascade
Engineering
discussing
sustainability and leadership.
At 9:15 a.m. Norman
Christopher, the director
of
GVSU
sustainability
initiative,
will
moderate
panelists Wendy Wenner,
dean of the College of
Interdisciplinary
Studies,
Jann Joseph, associate dean
of the College of Liberal Arts
and Sciences, Selma Tucker,
organizational
efficiency
analysis for the city of Grand
Rapids, and Emily Martin, of
the Sustainability Community
Development Initiative, who
will discuss sustainability at
GVSU.
At 10:45 a.m. Bob Synk
(D) from the Kent County
Commission
incumbent
will
close
the
event
with a discussion on the
sustainability in the 2010
election.
The event is free and
open to the public. For
more information, visit the
Hauenstein Web site at http://
w ww al I presidents .org, or cal I
by phone at (616) 331 -2770.
University piano fund
benefit concert
' GVSU
artist-faculty
members and piano majors
will hold a benefit concert
on April 17 from 2 p.m. to
4 p.m. in the Cook DeWitt
Center for money for a new
concert grand piano.
According
to
Helen
Marlais, associate professor
of music, a second piano
is needed to have a more
•‘piano-centric”
concerts
and have the capability to
perform piano concertos and
two-piano concerts, similar to
most other universities.
Performances
at
the
concert
include
pianists
Marlaisand assistant professor
Guiseppe Lupis, members of
the GVSU Woodwind faculty
- Arthur Campbell, clarinet;
John Clapp, bassoon; Allen
French, hom: and Marlen
Vavrikova, oboe.
Tickets arc $20 for general
admission, $10 for university
students and seniors and $4
for pre-college students. For
ticket information, contact
Valerie Stoelzel at (616) 3313678 or order online at www.
gvsu.edu/music. Tickets will
also be available at the door.
National Alcohol Screening
day
1’hursday
is
National
Alcohol Screening day, so the
Counseling Center invites all
interested persons to receive
a free and confidential
alcohol screening assessment
that will take between 15 and
20 minutes to complete. All
students, faculty and staff are
welcome.
Alcohol information and
other free screening will be
available at CHS Thursday
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. There
will be a raffle drawing to win
prizes for those who complete
the assessment process.
! As well as at the
counseling center, the office
Js offering free and private
Jilcohol screenings online
Jit
www.gvsu.edu/counsel.
Click on the “Screening for
Mental Health” button to
accesses online assessments.
This service is available year
round, 24 hours a day.

than understanding the science
of raising crops and livestock.
It is also about understanding
the importance of community
relationships and local food
systems.”
The university is currently
working on developing an
agricultural partnership with
Michigan State University,
Gardner said.
“For GVSU to develop an
agricultural program is quite
a tenacious step,” Gardner
said. “1 definitely hope that we
continue to grow.”
A
Community
Garden
kickoff event will take place
on April 13 from 4 p.m. to
7 p.m. in the Multipurpose
R(X)m at the Neimeyer Living
and learning Center on the
Allendale campus. The event
will include presentations on
the garden, information about
registering for a garden plot, a
tour of the garden and possibly
samplings of local Michigan
food, said Kendall Gilbert,
outreach
and
community
relations for the garden.
“After staring at PowerPoint
presentations and computer
screens all day, it’s nice to
know you can leam something

Courtesy Photo / GVSU Community Garden
Students, faculty and community members work on the garden.

from spending a few hours with
nothing but dirt and plants,”
Gilbert said. “It’s also great that
the garden is so new and we
have a ton of different things
we can do with it. 1 have a gcxxl
time trying to get people out
of the classroom and actually
attempting to do the things they
talk and theorize about. It’s
gtxxl to see people not only with
a sense of stewardship for the
land but a sense of stewardship

for their community.”
For more information on
how to get involved with the
Community Garden, visit the
http://gvsugarden.com/
or
join the the Facebook GVSU
Community Garden group.
If you would like to join the
community garden council,
e-mail Bart Bartels at bartelba@
gvsu.edu or Kendall Gilbert at
gilberke@mail.gvsu.edu.

mwaite® lanthorn .com

Student is one-wheeled wonder
Unicyclist Josh Sutton is recognized around
campus for his unique transportation choice
next two weeks learning how to ride,
self-taught.
GVL Staff Writer
“You actually spend a lot of time
not on the unicycle when you're first
With spring comes warmer weather,
learning,” he said of the process.
with warmer weather comes more
A firm believer in the idea of
students biking to class and with more
deliberate
practice - extended and
bicycle-mounted students zipping
focused repetition of the same activity
around campus comes an increased
- Sutton persisted, and his efforts soon
chance of pedestrians getting drilled
paid off.
by a two-wheeled serving of pain on
“If you put enough time into
their way to a morning lecture.
Even faced with the prospect of anything, you can leam how to do it,”
he explained.
getting run down by Lance Armstrong
Even so, it .Look Sutton years of
and .the peloton around every corner,
pr^cfjpe to become the one-wheeled
students catuake comfort in knowing
wonder he is*now, capable of riding
there is one cyclist they need not fear.
for 28 consecutive miles - a feat he
Popularly known as the campus
accomplished during spring break.
unicyclist, the “unicycle kid”.or “the
Despite his expertise, Sutton admitted
fastest thing on one wheel,” Josh
he is still prone to the occasional
Sutton is a unicycle expert with control
mishap.
rivaling or exceeding
“I’ve biffed it at
“If you put enough
that of many cyclists,
times,” he said. “It’s
whose bikes also have
time into anything,
definitely infrequent,
handles.
you can learn how
but it happens.”
The
second-year
In one instance,
junior and accounting
to do it.”
Sutton recalled, he
major at Grand Valley
fell off after deciding
State
University
to
race some friends
admitted
he
has
JOSH SUTTON
from
the Mark A.
gained somewhat of a
GVSU JUNIOR
Murray living center
following thanks to his
to Kleiner Commons:
talent, one that he does
unicycle
versus
car. Going too fast, he
not intend to give up any time soon.
tumbled off the front of the unicycle’s
“I’m sure it will lose its interest for
seat and scraped his arms and legs on
me,” Sutton said. “But I’ll keep doing
the pavement.
it while I still can and while I still have
Falls such as this one are rarely a
an audience.”
concern for Sutton, even when people
A self-described “showoff to
are watching.
a certain degree,” Sutton said he
“If anyone wants to make a big
enjoys seeing the variety of reactions
deal
out of me falling, all I have to say
his hobby draws from observers,
is, ‘Here, you try,’” he said.
especially “their expressions.”
Aside from the odd fall, Sutton also
Some of the other responses
deals
with what he called “unplanned
his hobby has elicited are jokes,
dismounts,”
in which his wheel hits
people wanting to try the unicycle
a crack in the pavement or some
— something he encourages — and
other barely noticeable obstacle that
a Facebook group called “I’ve seen
causes him to come off the seat and
the campus unicyclist!!!” with 476
stop, without actually falling over or
members dedicated to him.
crashing.
Currently enrolled in the Frederik
During one such dismount, Sutton
Meijer Honors College, Sutton started
landed
hard enough on his right foot
his hobby more than five years ago
that he sustained a contusion, or bone
during the summer before his freshman
bruise, in his leg and still managed to
year of high sch(X)l when he borrowed
tough out the remaining 1.5 mile ride
a neighbor’s unicycle. He spent the

By Garrett Pelican

GVL / Garrett Pelican
Josh Sutton rides his unicycle around campus. He started the hobby five years ago.

home.
The evident potential for injury
with every ride has not stopped or
slowed Sutton who averages about 9
mph but can reach a speed of 14 mph
on the unicycle.
In contrast, when he finds himself
navigating through a lot of people,
Sutton slows his 'movement to a
walking pace.
Another circumstance on campus
in which he exercises caution is in
crossing the Little Mac during times
of high traffic.
“I generally avoid the bridge during
rush hours,” he explained. When the
bridge is relatively clear, however,
Sutton said he has no problem riding
over it, even with his five-foot-tall
unicycle, the style of which is aptly
named a giraffe unicycle.
Still, he mainly rides the traditional
one because it is more practical for
getting around.
Just as most students do with bikes,
Sutton locks up his unicycle to bike
racks on campus before going to class.
With his primary unicycle costing
$200 and the giraffe style $120,
Sutton said he continues to do so even
though others insist the cycles won’t
get stolen.

His mastery of the unicycle’s
movements was immediately apparent
as he demonstrated a variety of mounts
and other skills he has learned since
starting. At one point, the unicycle
laid sideways on the pavement and in
a matter of seconds he stepped onto
one of the pedals, flicked the cycle up
and sat on it - the kick mount - a trick
he said is popular with those who have
watched him.
“People really like the kick mount,”
Sutton added.
The trick is just one in an arsenal
that includes riding backward, hopping
up stairs, 180 degree jumps, riding
one-footed or no-footed - variations
of a trick called “wheel walking” and
the closest thing to “Look, mom, no
hands” in a unicyclist’s dictionary and idling, which is moving back and
forth in place, a skill Sutton said is
useful to stop, whether to talk or wait
for traffic.
“My current work in progress
is one-footed wheel walking,” he
remarked.
Some of Sutton’s tricks might
appear impossible to an observer,
which prompted his response, “You’d
be surprised what’s possible.”

f>pelican@ lanthorn.com

Friday brush fire behind Johnson Living Center causes no significant damage
By Chelsea Lane

GVL Archive

GVL News Editor
Friday night, a brush fire
broke out on campus behind
Johnson
Living
Center.
Although all students were
evacuated from the center
as a safety precaution, the
fire did not spread to the
building and the center
itself was not damaged by
the fire. In addition, no
injuries were reported.
According
to
the
Department
of
Public
Safety, the cause of the
fire is still undetermined,
although they believe high
winds and dry ground cover
likely played a role in the
fire’s spread.

The cause of a brush
fire Friday night is
yet undeterminded.
The combination
of recent warm
temperatures and

ifmm,| JH
raw

little rainfall has
caused the Michigan
Department of
Natural Resources to
halt burning permits
in various areas
across the state.

news @ lanthorn .com
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FBI warns letters to governors could stir violence
By Devlin Barrett and
Eileen Sullivan
Associated Press Writers
WASHINGTON (AP) The FBI is warning police
across the country that an antigovernment group’s call to
remove governors from office
could provoke violence.
The group called the
Guardians
of
the
free
Republics wants to “restore
America”
by
peacefully
dismantling parts of the
government, according to
its Web site. It sent letters to
governors demanding they

leave office or be removed.
don’t leave office within three
Investigators
do
not
days they will be removed,
see threats of violence in
according to an internal
the
group’s
intelligence note
“l by the FBI and
message.
but
(Granholm's staff)
fear the call
the Department
called us as they
for
removal
of
Homeland
of top
state
Security.
do for any letter
officials could
The note was
that's
out of the
lead
others
obtained
by
norm.”
The Associated
to
violence.
At least two
Press.
DOUG CAIN
The
' FBI
states
beefed
MICHIGAN STATE
expects all 50
up security in
POLICE LIEUTENANT
governors will
response.
eventually receive letters.
As of Wednesday, more
Governors whose offices
than
30
governors
had
reported getting the letters
received letters saying if they
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included
Jennifer
Granholmof
Michigan,
Chet
Culver
of
Iowa, Dave
Heineman
of Nebraska,
among
Granholm
others.
Granholm spokeswoman
Liz
Boyd
said
federal
authoritiesalertedthegovemor
that such a letter might come,
and it arrived Monday. Boyd,
who described the letter as
“non-threatening,” said
it
was opened by a staffer and
immediately turned over to
the Michigan State Police.
Jindal’s office confirmed
that the governor had received
one of the letters and directed
questions to the Louisiana
State Police.
“They called us as they do
for any letter that’s out of the
norm,” said Lt. Doug Cain, a
state police spokesman. He
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declined
to provide
specifics
about
the
letter,
but
said,
“not
knowing
the
group
and
the
information Culver
contained
in the letter
warranted state police to
review it.”
The FBI warning comes
at a time of heightened
attention to far-right extremist
groups after the arrest of nine
Christian militia members last
weekend accused of plotting
violence.
In explaining the letters
sent to the governors, the
intelligence note says officials
have no specific knowledge of
plans to use violence, but they
caution police to be aware
in case other individuals
interpret the letters “as a
justification for violence or
other criminal actions.”
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DIGEST
News in Brief

Wildfire alert, burning
permits halted in
Michigan
DETROIT (AP)
Michigan is hot, dry and
windy, triggering a “red
flag” wildfire alert from the
National Weather Service
and a halt to outdoor burning
permits across the state.
The weather service said
Friday that Michigan’s noon
temperatures hit 81 degrees
in Bellaire and 76 in Flint,
with winds topping 30 mph
in places.
There
already
have
been a dumber of wildfires,
inc luding one that consumed
63 acres in Roscommon
County this week.
The
Department
of
Natural
Resources
and
Environment has stopped
issuing pemiits for people to
bum leaves and yard waste
Man gets life in prison in
parents' killing
PONTIAC, Mich. (AP)
— An Oakland County
man convicted of firstdegree murder in the fatal
stabbbings of his parents
has been sentenced to life in
prison without a chance of
parole.
Mark
Ott, 26, was
sentenced
Friday
in
Oakland County Circuit
Court in Pontiac. A jury last
month found him guilty but
mentally ill.
The
mentally
ill
designation
means
he
will receive mental health
treatment in prison.
The bodies of Barbara
and Michael Ott, both 57,
were discovered in February
2(X)8 at their home in White
Lake Township. Police say
Mark Ott made detailed
notes about the killings
ahead of time.
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At Western Michigan University's Grand Rapids regional site, the Master of Business Administration (MBA) degree program teaches the
business knowledge and professional skills required in today's global environment and prepares individuals to function effectively in
administrative and leadership positions.
Students in the Grand Rapids MBA program are able to network with area peers and create business connections in a face-to-face
environment If you're looking to build upon your bachelor's degree, consider the WMU MBA program the ultimate resume builder.

Master of Business Administration
- Offers a choice of concentration in marketing, management finance, accounting, or computer information systems.
Prepares students to function effectively in administrative and leadership positions.
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EDITORIAL CARTOON

Summer-itis stricken
While the warm weather tempts students with the
promise of summer, it is important to stay focused
for the final weeks of the semester.
Most people have probably noted the sudden blooming of
life around campus during the past few warm, sunny days. As
temperatures rise, so do the number of distractions and more
appealing alternatives to studying. Students find any excuse to leave
their books behind in exchange for anything to do outside. The
winter curse is lifted and smiles come easier as people embrace the
warm weather and dream of the promised summer ahead.
Though it is beneficial to relieve some stress and spend extra time
outside soaking up the rays and enjoying the beautiful weather while
it lasts, students should not throw away all the hard work they have
put into the semester up to this point.

GVL / Jacob Bowen

YOUR INSIGHTS--------------------------------------------------------------------------

Students need to continue the work ethic started during the
winter months when they had nothing better to do but study. As we
approach the end of the semester, papers, projects and exams pile up
and the consequences of procrastination are increased exponentially

What is your favorite spring activity?

with the passing of each class. Time management becomes even
more vital when trying to budget in some leisurely minutes in the
sun. So take a time out for summer-itis and enjoy the sunshine, but
be prepared to return to the reality of the last three weeks of the
semester. Planning ahead and staying focused can make those last
weeks overall much more manageable.

LETTER TO THE EDITOR

----------------------------

Suffering from April Fool's heartache
Dear Lanthorn,
I would like you to know from the
outset I’m a good guy, and dating isn’t
exactly easy for me. That’s why I was
ecstatic when I read your article on
Carrie Oakey. She was perfect. Was she
joking in her interview? Was she really
that stupid? 1 didn’t know, but 1 was
hopeful and the mere chance that she
could both love sports and be a comedic
genius was enough for me. 1 eagerly
jumped up and exclaimed to an entire
bus of people that I had found my soul
mate. That Carrie was the woman of
my dreams. No one seemed to care, but
that’s because they didn’t understand. I
was in love! The world had to know! I
sat eagerly planning out my now perfect
future, a future with Carrie; When I
suddenly realized that I hadn’t even
talked to her yet! How could I make
such a novice mistake?! I sprinted off
the bus at my stop, ran to my room,
yelling to my roommates and friends
and anyone in earshot, that “I found the
one!” I started up my computer, willing
it with all my heart to turn on faster.
Every second wasted was a second
Carrie and 1 weren't together. After what
seemed like an eternity I opened my
browser and went immediately to face
book, knowing that 1 must be able to
find Carrie there. There were no results
for Carrie Oakey at GV. How could that
be?! At this time my friend thought it
would be funny to instill doubt in me.
To taint my hope, “Dude, it’s probably
not even a real person. Sound it out.’’ I
looked at him confused. “Carrie Oakey...

NO! It has to be real there are other
people on face book with the same
name!” 1 grabbed the article desperately
searching for more details, something,
anything that would allow me to connect
with my other half. Then I noticed the
email address at the end of the article.
aprilfools@ lanthorn .com. My heart
sank. For a moment I contemplated
drinking my problems away, violating
my probation and my A A contract.
Then 1 realized, I wouldn't be able to
adequately express my anger to Mr. Kerr
if I was intoxicated. My hands shook
with rage as I did a people search on
the GVSU website for Joe Kerr. The
monster who had shown me every thing
1 ever wanted and took it away before 1
could grasp it. No results came up. Then
I realized. Joker, Kneel Down, Karaoke,
they were all pseudonyms! Lies!
Falsities! No one in the article actually
existed! I needed an outlet for my rage. I
needed something, anything to convince
me the world wasn’t a complete lie!
Nothing came. So I started writing a
letter, this letter to express the depth of
my hurt and sorrow. The inner turmoil
the article has just created is unbearable.
So I’m not going to bear it. I’m letting
it out. You are really really mean Mr.
Kerr, whoever you are. I dislike you and
would contemplate telling people you
smell bad if we were in a social situation
together.
Love,
Broken Hearted
Joseph Cox
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"Playing whiffle ball
because everyone
just has an awesome
time and everyone
can play anywhere
on campus."

"I like to
skateboard."

"Horse riding; I
love to feel the
breeze through my
hair."

"Watching the
Stanley Cup
playoffs."

"Jumping in
puddles with
rain boots and a
bathing suit on."

Mary Kate Haley
Junior
Spanish
Jackson, Mich.

Sean Donovan
Junior
Undeclared
Byron Center, Mich.

Kyle McGee
Freshman
Criminal Justice
Grand Rapids, Mich.

Sasha Meloff
Sophomore
Accounting
Rochester Hills,
Mich.

Sarah Rivers
Junior
Psychology, Special
Education
Leland, Mich.

GVL STUDENT OPINION

Finding new ways to make ends meet

Desperate times call
for desperate measures.
In a money-starved
economy, with minimal
jobs for the unemployed,
people will do whatever it
takes to make ends meet.
Money makes the
world go around, but
when you're out of money
with no income in the near
future, it can be difficult to
cope with the realization
that you are unsure of how
you will afford to eat or
where you will sleep.
Panic may set in.
Some may call a family
member for help, take
a less-than-desirable,
minimum-wage job, apply
for a Bridge card, file for
unemployment or visit a
local food pantry. It may
take a big gulp of pride to
admit defeat but there is
no shame in any of these
steps.
This isn't your parents’
economy anymore.
It’s more similar to the
period your grandfolks
went through. Students
graduating with their

No: 75%

This week s question:

Vote online at

Should GVSU only hire professors

Lanthorn.com

with doctorate degrees?

GVL OPINION POLICY
The ultimate goal of the Grand Valley
lanthorn opinion page is to stimulate
discussion and action on topics of interest
to the Grand Valley Community.
Student opinions do not reflect those of
the Grand Valley lanthorn.
The Grand Valley I .an thorn welcomes
reader viewpoints and offers three vehicles
df expression for reader opinions: letters
tp the editor, guest columns and phone
responses.
I setters must include the author’s name
and be accompanied by current picture
identification if dropped off in person
Letters will be checked by an employee of
the Grand Valley Lanthorn.
letters appear as space permits each

issue. The limit for letter length is one
page, single spaced.
The editor reserves the right to edit and
condense letters and columns for length
restrictions and clarity.
All letters must be typed.
The Grand Valley Lanthorn will not be
held responsible for errors that appear in
print as a result of transcribing handwritten
letters or e-mail typographic errors.
The name of the author may be withheld
for compelling reasons.
The
content,
information
and
views exprcvsed arc not approved by
nor necessarily represent those of the
university, its Board of Trustees, officers,
faculty and staff.
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that he should rethink
his current course of
action and showed him
the phone with 911
dispatchers on the other
end of the line.
The man agreed, as
Gutowski pulled to the
side of the road and the
would-be-robber stepped
out of his car.
A potentially deadly
situation was diffused
because of quick thinking
by Gutowski. A lot can be
learned from his story.
This situation may be
unique and it would be
overcautious to assume
everyone in need of a ride
is a potential criminal.
However, it would be
safe to say situations
such as this may become
more common as poverty
increases.
People will do
anything for money, as
evident by our desperate
friend. Don’t let this deter
you from helping the
needy. One can only hope
this opened his eyes, and
he realized there are other
options to make ends meet
as mentioned above.
The sticky situation
certainly opened my eyes
and it became useful a
couple of weekends ago.

As I pulled out of the
Yesterdog parking lot
in East Grand Rapids, a
young man frantically ran
up to my car.
“Excuse me, I am a
Grand Valley student and
I ran out of gas ...” he said
as I cracked my w indow.
Instantly I remembered
Gutowski’s story.
“Do you have a couple
of dollars for a gallon or
two of gas to get back to
campus?” he continued.
I had used my
remaining cash on a few
Ultradogs, so I was of no
use to the young man.
Of course I felt bad for
him, especially because I
didn’t have any money to
give him - no matter what
he would have used it for:
gas, food, etc.
But because of
Gutowski’s shared
experience, I could have
handled the situation
with the best chance for
success. Instead of letting
it go in one ear and out
the other, I stored it as
knowledge.
Share your stories,
both positive and
negative. If your audience
is listening, it could save
their lives.

rnkuzawa @ lanthorn .com

Watch out for the big, bad LGBT cliques

Should the U.S. Census include
a section on sexuality?

Yes: 25%

bachelor’s degree
probably have less of a
chance at landing a job
than our parents had upon
high school graduation in
decades past.
One example to
demonstrate this recession
occurred a few weeks ago
at a Grand Rapids City
Council meeting. Firstward commissioner Walt
Gutowski shared quite a
story about his ride into
the city on that Monday.
Driving on the dark
winter roads, Gutowski
pulled up to a stop light.
A young man approached
his car and said he was a
student at Grand Valley
State University. He said
he was going to be late
for class and needed a
ride downtown. Gutowski
played the Good
Samaritan role and told
the young man to get in.
Just a few minutes
later, Gutowski found
himself in a nightmare
situation when the
hitchhiker demanded
Gutowski give him all of
his money.
Unruffled, Gutowski
put his hand on his cell
phone and dialed 911.
He calmly explained
to the demanding student

Remember the cliques
and stereotypes we were
all so desperately ready to
escape when we went to
college — jocks. Barbies,
geeks, weirdos and inbetweeners? They arc the
sarpe cliques our parents
faced and the same
cliques our own children
must tackle.
What I don’t remember
in high school was the
administration fearing the
manifestation of cliques
into intimidating masses
and then tackling that
problem by not allowing
anyone to socialize.
Cliques are exactly the
reason why the LGBT
Resource Center is no
longer allowing students
to “meet-up and socialize”
in its lounge area:
The article in the
Grand Valley Lanthorn

i

said the LGBT staff
has made every effort
to comfort students
and support them in
understanding the changes
made to the LGBT Center
policies — what?
Typically, you support
someone in a choice they
have made, not a choice
you force them to make.
What exactly was
going on in the LGBT
Center that would warrant
such a drastic change?
Were people actually
comfortable socializing
in there, enjoying each
others’ company? Were
they freely and openly
discussing important
issues that would
generally be deemed
taboo?
I'm describing what
should be the function
of the LGBT Center.
Its whole purpose is to
provide resources, space
and a safe haven to the
IXiBT community, and
now the groups of people
for whom it was meant
to be a support system

can’t even go in there
unless they have “official
business.”
The assistant director
of the Grand Valley
State University LGBT
Resource Center claimed
the LGBT Center is still
“completely committed to
having any conversation
that is needed with our
students.”
Something that was
once extremely personal
has become as phony
and meaningless. I’m
really interested in seeing
how this policy is going
to really play out. Is the
LGBT Center going to
give a time limit as to
how long it’s willing to
have “conversations” with
students and then give
them a pamphlet and send
them on their way?
What I like about
centers such as the LGBT
Resource Center and
the Woman’s Center is
their open-door policy,
their attentiveness, the
accepting, comfortable
and safe atmosphere and

their willingness to help in
any way they can.
What’s wrong with
having a group of regulars
that comes in every
Monday to sit down and
chat it up, and why would
those groups then be
deemed intimidating or
disruptive?
There’s nothing wrong
with it. In my mind a
newcomer would feel
more put off if they see
an empty center with
tumble weeds blowing
by than if they saw a
group of cheerful students
comfortably conversing
with one another.
Perhaps the problem is
the center needs to expand
and have two separate
areas: one stnctly for
“business” anti the other
for all of us socialites
w ho just can’t help but be
friendly.
“Any fool can make
a rule and any fool will
mind it.” — David Henry
Thoreau

navery@ lanthorn rom
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Students walk day without shoes
TOMS donates pair of shoes to needy children for every pair purchased; event raises awareness of cause
By Brittney Mestdagh

“1 think it is something a lot of college
students would embrace.”
“One for one” is the TOMS’
Children in developing countries
business model, where for every pair of
work, play and travel without the
shoes purchased, TOMS will donate a
comfort of shoes.
pair to a child who has never known the
The TOMS GVSU Campus Club
comfort of shoes. TTie TOMS’ name is
encourages students to experience w hat
a shortened form of “tomorrow.”
children all around the world experience
“They are essentially shoes of and
every day and walk barefoot around
for tomorrow,” said sophomore Lauren
campus on Thursday
Bankes.
for One Day Without
“These events
Made of canvas,
Shoes
Bankes
said
the
serve as a constant
The club hopes
shoes are lightweight,
to raise awareness
reminder that kids
comfortable
and
by
getting
other
support a good cause.
less fortunate live
students involved and
“They
are
like
every day without
spreading the message.
slipper
shoes,
but
Shoes are an everyday
shoes.”
they are durable too,”
convention for most
LAUREN BANKES
Bankes said. “I love
students, and club
GVSU SOPHOMORE
mine.”
president Amy Gillis
Blake
Mycoskie
said many will ask why some people
started TOMS Shoes in 2006 after
are not wearing shoes. In this way, the
visiting Argentina. Realizing many of
club hopes to inform and influence
the children there never had shoes and
others.
learning of the diseases associated w ith
Gillis helped create the club in the
going barefoot, Mycoskie developed
fall after several of her favorite bands
his business model.
began promoting the shoes.
According to the Web site http://
“Not many people in the area know
toms.com,“ A leading cause of disease in
about the TOMS’ mission,” Gillis said.
developing countries is soil-transmitted
GVL Staff Writer

diseases, which can penetrate the skin
through bare feet.”
Bare feet are also susceptible to cuts
and sores, which can become infected.
In certain places, shoes are required
for children to attend schcx)l. If they
do not have shoes, they do not get the
education to which they are entitled.
Mycoskie
later
returned
to
Argentina with l(),(XX) pairs of shoes.
As of December 2(X)9, the company
had distributed 4(X),(XX) pairs of shoes
to children around the world.
TOMS GVSU Campus Club helps
raise awareness of the cause through
activities such as One Day Without
Shoes. Bankes said she participated
unofficially last year. She walked
barefoot most of the day but carried
a pair of shoes w ith her in case shoes
were required in some places.
Gillis said the Department of Public
Safety developed a route around campus
where it is safe to walk barefoot.
On April 18 from noon to 4 p.m., the
club is hosting a Style Your Sole party
under the Transitional Link. Students
can come with a plain pair of TOMS or
any shoes and decorate them. The club
will provide the decorating supplies.
Bankes said during the fall semester.

Courtesy Photo / onedaywithoutshoes com
To raise awareness of children in need, students go without shoes for a day.

the club will plan Take the Walk in the
first week of December. This event
also promotes walking baref<x)t in any
conditions. Students will walk a mile
through campus.
“These events serve as a constant
reminder that kids less fortunate live

every day without shoes,” Bankes
said.
For more information, TOMS
GVSU Campus Club will set up a table
in Kirkhof from 9 a.m. to 11 a.m. and 4
p.m. to 6 p.m. on Thursday.

bmestdagh @ lanthorn .com

Critical Mass ride highlights alternative transportation options
By Maya Soter

|<§ktr

GVL Staff Writer

Trow

Courtesy Graphic / SEC
The group mapped its six-mile route.

Grand Valley State University’s
Allendale campus will turn into a mass
transit of bike riders and alternative
transportation users on Friday.
The
Student
Environmental
Coalition is hosting a Critical Mass
(Carbon Free Parade) to promote
non-motorized transportation without
the requirement of using dwindling
resources, which at the same time has
less economical strain on the individual.
The event is part of Environmental
Awareness Week at GVSU with
Friday being dedicated to sustainable
transportation.
“These
alternative
types
of
transportat ion are more environmental ly
^t^faiiflff>U^««ce their use does not
require fuel that often drains natural
resources,” said Nathan Hanchey,

student coordinator and Alternative
would make a big impact.”
Transportation Committee member.
Robyn Gordon, former secretary
The Critical Mass is generally
of SEC and chair of the ATC, stressed
the heavy and unnecessary reliance
known as a bike ride, which is different
from the traditional Carbon Free
on
carbon-emitting
methods
of
Parade, but in the case of this event
transportation.
more types are included. Some of the
“Non-cafbon emitting methods are
suggested transportation
better for the en v i ronment,
methods for the event
and
better for our bodies;
“We need to
are (but not limited to):
in terms of exercising
use only what
bicycles,
skateboards,
and not being around
is neccessary
long boards, runners and
pollutants,” Gordon said.
mllerblades.
The ride is open to
and essential for
“Be aware and think
anyone and participants
living.”
before
you
choose
need to meet at the clock
CAMILLE MCBRIDE
driving a car and
tower at 2:30 p.m. The
SEC MEMBER
parade will begin from
walking, biking, skating;
choose the latter,” said
the tower and continue to
Camilie-McBride, event promoter and
the GVSU Community Garden.
Refreshments will be provided at
SfcC member. "We^ need to use only
what is necessary and essential for
the garden and the assembly will pick
living. If we all did a little to help, it
up again around 3:45 p.m.,giving more

time for participants to gather. From
the garden, the group will begin their
six-mile ride down 48th Avenue. Lake
Michigan Drive and back to campus.
“A misconception is that the Earth
is getting to a point where remediation
is not an option,” McBride said. “The
truth is the Earth can bounce back. It
has survived much worse environments
than we have today.”
Hanchey
and
McBride
both
conclude students and people need
to be more educated, involved and
aware of their situations and issues
involving the environment. “Every
little bit counts and every little action
you take is making a difference and is
appreciated,” Gordon added.
The SEC recommends participants
bring their own signs to promote the
cause of carbon free transit.

msoter@ lanthorn .com

Students prepare for end of semester
By Brittney Mestdagh
GVL Staff Writer
With three weeks until the
end of the semester, students are
making plans for taking summer
classes, moving out and heading
home.
Finishing
projects
and
papers, the last thing many
students want to worry about
is what to do with all the stuff
accumulated in their dorms
and apartments throughout the

semester. One option is storing
it for the summer.
Papa Bill Student Storage
out of Grand Rapids delivers
boxes and picks them up to store
for up to four months. When a
student moves back, Papa Bill
Storage delivers the boxes to the
student’s apartment.
“It is great for mom and dad,
so they do not have to trip over
it all summer,” said Maureen
Sharp.
Their Web site, http://

pbnioves .com, has more detailed
information about pricing and
packing.
Another option for students
moving out is to condense
belongings they take home.
Parents will appreciate this too,
so they do not have to rent a
U-Haul to move the student
home.
Students can condense by
giving to area shelters, donation
projects or food banks. Rike
Habbel, a Resident Assistant in
Frey Living Center, said Project
Donation starts up in the next
couple of weeks.
According to the Grand
Valley
State
University
Housing Web site, on-campus
communities
participate
in
Project Donation by asking

students to donate unneeded
or unused items. These items
are donated to local charities
including His House, Salvation
Army, Holland Rescue Mission
and Mel Trotter Ministries.
Students can donate clothes,
nonperishable food items and
small appliances. In 2006,
Project
Donation
collected
53,512
pounds
worth
of
donations.
Students can also donate
items to any Goodwill store,
Salvation Army, Safe Haven
Ministries Domestic Violence
Shelter or food bank.
“Students should definitely
not throw anything away that
com!
be donated,” Habbel said.

hmestda^h @ Ian thorn .com

Courtesy Photo / collegian.csufresno.edu
Moving home for the summer can be a big undertaking.
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Baseball annihilates Findlay, wins 6 straight
GVSU notches 43 runs within three wins over Findlay during weekend
team’s offensive explosion against
Findlay was in its poor performance
GVL Sports Editor
against the University of Tiffin last
Baseball is generally viewed as
week. The Lakers scored two runs
a game of endurance. The team that
in two losses (one of which was a
makes the fewest defensive mistakes
shutout) before winning a 5-4 extra
while getting a few bats on the ball
inning decision against the Dragons
will generally come out on top.
last week.
But when you knock in 43 runs
“Last week we really struggled
through three games as Grand Valley
against (Tiffin) - we
State University did
didn't put up the
“This week we really kind of runs that we
this past weekend,
it makes it pretty
worked on sticking
thought we could,”
difficult to lose.
Phillips said. “This
the ball deep
The No. 9 Lakers
week
we
really
without getting too
dominated
the
worked on sticking
University of Findlay
the ball deep without
home run happy.”
through three games
getting too home run
CORY PHILLIPS
this past weekend
happy. The home
GVSU JUNIOR
beginning
with
runs are going to
two
doubleheader
come, but we just
victories on Friday
had to focus on hitting line drives
(13-8 and 21-9) and ending with a
and hitting the ball hard.”
9-6 outcome on Saturday.
The weekend marked the 10th
“When we put up numbers like
time this season the team has scored
that, it’s pretty easy to win games,”
runs in double digits as well as the
said senior first baseman Cory
fourth time the Lakers have gone
Maguire, who finished the weekend
for more than 17 runs. GVSU
with three homeruns and six RBIs.
head coach Steve Lyon said part of
“As guys keep getting more and
the reason for the high offensive
more hits and seeing the ball better,
production lay in the team’s hitting
it gives our whole team more
philosophy.
confidence.”
“Our philosophy has always
Junior second baseman Cory
been to stress the patience part of
Phillips said part of the reason for the

By Emanuel Johnson

NUMBER CRUNCHER

it,” he said. “We really try to use the
whole field. We try to drive the ball
the other way a lot because pitchers
are always going to try to stay away
from you. We’re not a pulling kind of
team, and I think that sort of works
toward our advantage.”
While the team enjoyed the fruits
of its high offensive output, Lyon
noted the Lakers will need to tighten
up defensively in order to continue
to be successful. The Lakers may
have scored 43 runs, but they still let
up 23 on the other end.
“It bothers me a little bit,” he
said. “I don’t think we’re always
going to be able to score 43 runs in
three games. Eventually we’re going
to need to sure up our pitching staff.
A couple of them didn’t perform
well, although we did have some
guys in there like (senior) Matt
Cade who hadn’t pitched in a while.
They struggled a bit, but that’s to be
expected.”
The Lakers will next see action
when they take on Saginaw Valley
State University for a Tuesday
doubleheader before facing the
West Michigan Whitecaps for an
exhibition matchup on Wednesday.
Tuesday’s first game will begin at 2
p.m.

sports@ lanthorn .com

GVL / Andrew Mills
The Lakers won all three games this weekend against Findlay. Their next game is
away on Tuesday against Saginaw Valley State University.

Women open GLIAC play 5-1
By Curtis Kalleward
GVL Staff Writer

] i- '*
Total, runs for the baseball team in
three games against Findlay

Of the past three men's tennis losses
have been 5-4 decisions

Total first-place finishes for the men's
and women's track teams

Runs allowed ih the softball team's
second conference matchup of the
season

GLIAC Standings
Baseball

Conf.

Ovr.

Grand Valley St.
Wayne St.
Ashland
Saginaw Valley
Northwood
Tiffin
Hillsdale
Findlay

14-2
10-3
9-5
8-6
5-10
5-10
4-11
3-11

22-5
16-11
17-11
11-12
12-15
12-15
7-19
7-18

Softball

Conf. Ovr.

Saginaw Valley
Grand Valley St.
Ashland
Northwood
Wayne State
Ferris St.
Tiffin
Findlay
Hillsdale
Lake Superior St.

5-0
5-1
8-2
4-1
4-2
2-3
2-4
1-5
1-6
0-8

18-2
17-9
18-6
12-10
26-7
11-10
14-10
11-17
6-13
5-25

Courtesy www.gliac.org
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Wet and wild wins on Saturday capped a busy
series of home doubleheaders for Grand Valley State
University softball this week.
The team came away from its opening weekend
of GLIAC play with a 5-1 record (17-9 overall),
which began Thursday against Lake Superior State
University (5-25, 0-8). GVSU defeated LSSU 10-1
(five innings) and 4-0 behind freshman pitcher Katie
Martin’s five hits, four RBIs and complete-game
shutout in game two..
“Katie’s an excellent player for us,” said GVSU
head coach Doug Woods. “Her offense is great and
her pitching is really coming along.”
Six games during three days began to take their
toll on Friday, however, as GVSU dropped its first
game in its last eight against Northwood University
(11-10 overall, 3-1 GLIAC). The first game saw
Northwood’s Megan Eddy pitch her first career no
hitter. Two walks and a fielding error kept her from
perfection in an 8-0 victory.
“It was really a lack of adjustment during the
game on our part,” said GVSU assistant coach Dana
Callihan. “We hadn’t seen her pitch before and she’s
a little faster than what we’ve seen this year. We just
didn’t make the right adjustments on her pitching
when she kept going low and outside on us.”
Martin’s blistering offensive start to the season
came to an abrupt halt against Eddy, though she was
able to resume her earlier success in game two.
“There were some good pitches being tossed (in
the first game),” Martin said. “She was a really good
pitcher and we weren’t hitting any good balls. 1 didn’t
think anything was wrong with my swing, but her
pitch selection was really big.”
After not recording a base hit in the opener, Martin
pitched and hit the lakers back to victory. The second
game was bountiful for the Laker offense as the team

GVL Archive / Andrew Mills
Sophomore Carli Raisutis swings at a pitch during the Laker's home-opener against Olivet.

scattered 16 team hits in a 13-2 route. After starter
Jessica Wojcik gave up four runs on three hits and
a walk with only two total outs in the first inning,
Northern chose to allow Eddy to pitch in relief. This
allowed the Lakers to make the needed alterations to
their plate approach as the team hit nine times and
added four more runs against her.
“Some of our adjusting between games was
mentality, having confidence at the plate and being
aggressive,” Callihan said. “We knew the pitcher was
throwing low and away, so when we were finally
able to change how our batting approach, it made the
difference in the second game.”
A rematch Saturday against LSSU began three
hours earlier than scheduled due to the threat of
inclement weather, though the hometown Lakers were
able to dispatch the visiting Lakers early each time.

Both featured five-inning mercy rule victories, 10-2
and 11-1, along with stellar pitching from sophomore
Andi Nicholson (7-4) in game one and Martin (8-3J
in game two.
Though LSSU had been in town just two
^days earlier, GVSU felt they still had to approach
Saturday’s doubleheader with the same dedication
against any opponent.
“Having played a team before isn’t necessarily any
easier the next time around,” said senior outfielder
Tina Briggs. “We still have to take each game one at a
time. We went out with the same mentality and focus
that we always do against anyone.”
The Lakers are on the road all next week agains^
GLIAC foes, beginning with an April 8 rematch
against Northwood.
\

ckalleward@lanthorn.com1

Women, men rowers battle stormy weather for first, third in Lubbers Cup
By Aaron Brandt
GVL Staff Writer
After venturing all the way to San
Diego last week, the Grand Valley
State University men’s and women’s
rowing teams stayed close to home
this past weekend.
Each team competed in the
Lubbers Cup Regatta held in Spring
Lake on Saturday. The women went
up against club teams from Ohio
State University and Michigan
State University, as well as Eastern
Michigan University’s varsity team,
and came away with a first-place
finish.
"They trained pretty hard this week
and came out and raced real well,
so it was a good day” said GVSU
assistant coach Mark Mcllduff.
“They executed the strategy we had
for them, which was to put more of
a full race plan together and see how
they handled it. It worked out pretty
well.”
This strategy differs from the
team’s approach last week at the San
Diego Crew Classic in which they
attacked at the start of the race, noted
Mcllduff.
“We put more of a full race

together,” he said. “After San Diego,
they showed what they could do for
the first half of the race, but they died
off, so our strategy this week was a
little different and it worked.”
The men’s team faced club teams
from the University of Michigan,
Ohio State, Michigan State and the
University of Notre Dame. GVSU
crossed the line in third place,
finishing less than two seconds
behind Michigan and Notre Dame,
who finished in first and second
place, respectively.
“We did a lot better at San Diego
than we did today,” said senior Breck
Davis. “I think we probably could
have done better when we were
making our moves because we lost a
lot of power and we could have had a
stronger sprint at the end.”
The men got off to a solid start but
were eventually overpowered at the
finish, which happened for a reason,
noted Mcllduff.
“Michigan and Notre Dame are
a lot bigger and stronger,” he said.
“For us to beat these teams, we are
just going to have to row better and
use our technique, where the other
teams rely on their power. We’re also
still dealing with some younger kids

and some turnover from last year. We
just need to be getting more races
together as a team.”
The weather also played a factor
at the regatta as the afternoon brought
increased wind and rain. Poor
conditions are just part of the sport,
noted sophomore Dayna Campbell.
“In practice the weather can
seem really annoying and a big task
to overcome,” she said. “But when
we get a chance to row in good
conditions, we knock other teams
out of the water because we can
row in choppy and disgusting water
and good conditions. Rowing is an
outdoor sport, so you are going to
come in contact with sleet, snow, hail,
tornados and monsoons. So you have
to get over it and focus on technique
and working together as a boat.”
Next up on the schedule is the
Southern
Intercollegiate
Rowing
Association Championship Regatta
held in Oak Ridge,Tenn., on April 17
and 18. Mcllduff said the regatta will
give the team a chance to advance
further against stiff competition.
“I think we showed a lot of poise
under pressure the past couple of
weeks and maybe our expectations
for the season have risen from what

GVL Archive

I Emanuel

Johnson

The varsity men row in an earlier
regatta. They placed third in Lubbers
Cup Regatta in Spring Lake.

Courtesy Photo / Facebook
The women won the regatta on Saturday,

it was before,” Mcllduff said. *Tnt
confident that they will continue to
improve and mature as a team ”
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Track, field team claims 15 first-place
finishes despite 'miserable' weather

Men's golf posts'best
effort of the year' at
Great Lakes Invite
By Jared Greenleaf
GVL Senior Reporter
The men’s golf team has
not been too fond of its two
previous fourth-place finishes
in recent tournaments. At the
Great Lakes Region Invitational
this past weekend, however, the
team was more delighted with a
fourth-place outcome.
Facing
stiff
regional
competition, which featured
24 teams, Grand Valley State
University fired a 590 team
score to secure another topfive finish. The University of
Indianapolis won the event,
which was held by Northern
Kentucky
University.
The
Greyhounds posted a first-place
score of 562.
Coming into Saturday’s
round in 12th-place, the leakers
fought off tierce winds to score
a 295 and move up eight places
to fourth. The Lakers fired
a 295 on Friday as well, but
they also did not have to deal
with the difficulty of the windy
conditions on Saturday,
I “(Saturday) was our best
effort as a team all year,” said
senior Anthony Provenzola.
“Overall, we played the tough

By Aaron Brandt
GVL Staff Writer

holes well because there were
a few holes out there that could
get you,especially with the wind
kicking ... We finally didn't
threw away shots for once, so
I thought that’s what we did the
best out there."
With the huge move up the
leader board on Saturday, the
Lakers felt the finish they had
was what they needed to kickstart the rest of the season.
“I think after (Saturday), we
feel a little bit better because we
moved up from 12th-place to
fourth,” said sophomore Nick
Gunthorpe, who led the leakers
again shooting rounds of 72 and
74 (146) to finish in a tie for
llth-place overall. “We’ll be
going to another regional with
the same amount of teams and
after getting the second lowest
round of the day, so I think it’s
great momentum heading into
the next tournament.”
The leakers also got a strong
showing from senior Matt
Malloure. After not playing
at
the
Wisconsin-Parkside
Invitational last week, Malloure
fired rounds of 73 and 74 (147)
to finish in a tie for 1 8th.
Watching the team play

Courtesy Photo / gvsulakers.com
Matt Malloure placed 18th.

during the difficult conditions
presented in the final IS holes,
head coach Don Underwtxxl
could not have been happier
with the final outcome.
“They played very well
when it was windy,” he said.
“Everyone kind of pitched in
when they had to and they all
kind of hung in there when it
was tough. We still did some
things along the way that
were just mistakes but were
correctable.”
Underwtxxl
mentioned
lethargic putting as one of those
mistakes the team made on a
course in which the greens were
not so difficult.
“You don't want to be
four-putting on these greens
because they really weren’t
that difficult,” he said. “Those
are things that are just a matter
of focusing on shots and being
ready to hit shots and setting
yourself up better.”
Next up for the Lakers will
be the Outback Steakhouse
Classic on April 24 and 25 in
Findlay, Ohio.

jgreenleaf@ lanthorn .com

jersey style subs, soup 0 salads

Buy One 15”Sub Combo, Get One 15” Sub FREE!
Standale-Walker

Kentwood

College students
ALWAYS receive
10% Discount,
even without a coupon

5422 S Division
Kentwood, MI 4954#
616.724.2492

4154 Lake Michigan Dr.
Standale-Walker,Ml 49504
616.453.7275

www.boardwalksubs.net
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After a week of clear skies, sunshine and
70-degree weather, the Grand Valley State
University track team officially rang in the outdtxtr
season in wind, rain and cold temperatures.
CiVSU traveled to Aquinas College Saturday,
where they competed in the unscored Grand
Rapids Open.
"It was a miserable day exit there with the
wind and the rain and the weather, so it was sort
of about surviving the day and just being tough.”
said CiVSU head coach Jerry Baltes. “We just
wanted get through the day and hopefully come
out of it healthy and build some character.”
CiVSU definitely built some character in
taking home 15 total first-place finishes. The
women’s team notched eight golds - sophomores
Katelyn Pittman and Erin Eggleston finished first
and second in the 100-meter hurdles, respectively,
while sophomore Chanelle Caldwell took first
place in the 8(X)-meter run.
In the high jump, senior Maegan Doyen won
with a jump of 5-feet 3- inches and freshman
Jennifer Fuller took second by jumping 4-11.
The GVSU women alsl) won the 3JXX)-mctcr
steeplechase, 1,500-meter run, 4(X)-meter dash,
4(X)-meter hurdles and hammer throw.
The men Ux>k home seven first-place honors
that included a one-two finish in the 110-meter
hurdles by sophomore Ryan Brown and senior
Joey Dttz. GVSU also ux>k the top three spots
in the discus (freshman Donny Stiffler, senior
Mitch Bosch and sophomore Matt Armstrong,
respectively).
Ot her wins forthe men included the 3 JXXLmeter
steeplechase, 1,5(X)-meter run, 8(X)-meter run,
high jump and long jump.
ITie team enjoyed mild weather all spring,
so Saturday’s meet was a stark contrast. Senior
hurdler Kirsten Nozime,however,said she thought
the team thrived despite the poor conditions.
“Overall we stepped up, sucked it up and went
though the weather because it was probably one
of the worst meets I’ve ever been to in terms of the
temperature, rain and wind,” she said. “Everyone
did what they had to do just to get it out of the way,
and it wasn’t like we packed up and went home. It
showed a little bit of our toughness.”
Junior Tyler Emmory, who won the
steeplechase and provisionally qualified for the
NCAA Outdoor Nationals, was glad to get the
first meet out of the way.
Tliis meet was the first time all season the
entire team competed together, and the first time
that most of the team had seen any competitive
action since the NCAA Indtxir Nationals back in
early March.

“It was a gotxi rust-buster day,” he said. “It
wasn’t gixxl weather, so the most important part
was getting out there and doing what we could. It
wasn’t a fun one to run because of the rain, but we
still had our job to do.”
Not only did the rain have an impact on the
athletes competing on the track but also coaches
and fans watching the events.
“We really didn't see the team all out there
at once because a lot of them were huddled in
comers trying to stay warm," Baltes said. “That’s
the beauty of outd(x>rs; dealing with the climate
and the weather, especially in Michigan. We ll
get better weather and with that will come better
results.”
GVSU will head to Miami University (Ohio)
and Ferris State University on April 9 and 10. The
field event athletes will go to Miami while the rest
of the team heads to Ferris State to compete.
“Our thought process is that our field events
are probably a little bit more ready to hit
qualifying marks, so we are trying to get them a
little better climate, where as our track athletes
are still progressing fitness and training-wise, so
we will stay close to home,” Baltes said. “In the
meantime, we will keep training and progressing,
trying to get better each day.”

ahrandt@ lanthorn .com

Courtesy Photo / Facebook
Chanelle Caldwell finished first in the 800m run.
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FREQUENCY
DEADLINES: Noon Fnday for Monday, Noon Wednesday for Thursday
E mail your classifieds: a, n a . inthu ncom

Wanted

Employment

Seeking small rowboat or canoe

Bartenders wanted.* Up to
$250/Day. No Experience
necessary. Training provided.
Age
18+
Okay.
Call
1-800-965-6520. ext. 226.

for rental or for purchase. Boat
must be able to hold 3-4 persons
and be in good condition. Please
contact justusa@mail.gvsu.edu

Opportunities
GVSU Therapeutic Recrea
tion Club Benefit Golf Outing
April 17 1:00 at the Mead
ows. $40/student $ 150/non
student. Registration dead
line April 10 gvsutrclub@yahoo.com
Philanthropic Advertising op
portunity GVSU car show
April 17th benefiting com
panions in courage funding
playrooms in hospitals. A do
nation of $25-500 purchases
space at show to showcase
business/entity/club. Details
at gvsucarclub.com or e-mail
ioeldeveriendt@qmail.com

Housing
1 roommate needed for Fall
"10 to Winter "11 at Mead
ows Crossing. Includes free
parking, free highspeed inter
net, free Comcast cable, and
free water and sewer. For
more information or if you are
interested please e-mail me
at fiscusc@mail.gvsu.edu
Nice 3 bedroom house in nicer
neighborhood near zoo and PEW
Campus.

5-10 minute walk to

campus. $800 /mth plus utilities;
new high efficiency furnace in
stalled. Lease available 8/1. Call
(616)

891-0355

or

COMMERCIAL

DEPTS/
NON PROFIT

60<t/word

55c/word

55(C/word

50c/word

50c/word

45c/word

The Village at 48 West. Stop
in Today! Rates starting at
only $395! 616.895.2400 or
www.48west.com for more
info
Copper
Beech
Townhomes...the
most
space for the best price! 1,2,
3, or 4 bedroom units! Lo
cated in Allendale on 48th
Street. Call 616-895-2900 or
visit
copprbeechtownhomes.com
for more information.
Need 1 or 2 roommates to
share a nice 3 bedroom, 1
bath home near downtown.
House located on the busline
between PEW and Allendale
campus. Rent is $325 plus
we split utilities. Immediate
availability. If you have any
questions,
call
989-289-4330.

{VanD tydllrp laiuhorn

STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS
10.1* per week up to 25 words,
Each additional word 25C

Sign a lease and get a FREE
iPad at Full Circle Townhomes! Live green at Allen
dale’s only LEED Silver certi
fied townhome.
Free
digital-cable, high speed
Internet and water. Rent from
$430 person. Only 3 units
left! 616-558-8853 or
www.fullcircleqvsu.com
Open House Sunday April 11
1-3 P.M. 11361 40th Ave Al
lendale (N. off lake michigan
dr. on 40th to condo.) 2 bed
room, 2 bath, mint condition
ground floor condo.
1.5
miles from campus center.
Appliances included. Why
rent when you can own for
just
$64,900?
See
www.GRAR.com (MLS #
773723) or call Laura Koetje
at Smith-Diamond Realty
616-262-1303

(616)

0051 KIRKHOF
Allendale Campus
Calls taken Monday-Friday, 9 4

Awesome Summer Rental
10 minutes from Grand Ha
ven and 8 from campus. 5
large bedrooms, 2 1/2 bath
and 3 acre secluded back
yard with full volleyball court
and fire pit all surrounded by
woods right on Lake Michi
gan Dr. Open mid May thru
mid August. Please contact
Kelly at 616-453-0923 or
dkfaul@sbcqlobal.net
2 bedroom Grandville 6 miles
from campus $625 includes
utilities garage deck lease
616 453 7457
Miscellaneous
Hungry Howie’s in Allendale
has AMAZING specials just
for GVSU! Look inside the
paper to find them! WE DE
LIVER! Call 616-895-6777 or
order
online
@
hungryhowies.com

2639

443-8849. Ask for Mathew Ulrich

University Townhouses & Apartments

^Have

something)

“Wc guarantee the
lowest rates per person!

Looking
■somethin*

Take a look in
MARKETPLACE

bedroom c
o

brand NEW

townhouses

GVSU

Apartments

Lett tS.tr* 2 Miles 1
front Campus

WWW.LANTHORN.COMl
WWW.LANTHORN.COM
WWW.LANTHORN.COM
WWW.LANTHORN.COM
jwWW.LANTHORN.COM

Your
Ad
Here

free heat, laundry, and parking
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Visit us on the web @ www.gvtownhouses.com

Full Circle Townhomes is Allendale’s
only eco-friendly, LEED Silver
certified rental community.
•
•
•
•
•

Save 40-50% on Electricity & Heat!
itcosIIVIQ
Toxic free building materials and paints!
Craftsman quality, sound insulated living
Free water, high-speed internet, & digital cable!
Located on Lake Michigan Dr. next to GVSU!

For more info go to www.fullcic;clegvsu.com
Phone: 616.558.8853
Email: darcie@fullcirclegvsu.com

with each lease signed between
now and April 12th

Only 2 units left for Fall 2010
•Restrictions apply. Limited offer.
Complete details available in print
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Haley Otman, A&E Editor
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GVSU film professor gets 'Breathing Room'
Deanna Morse explores space, nature during time in Spain with short film featuring images offlowers, moving light
By Elijah Brumback

different shots and is what
Morse calls, “Brilliant
color
versus
languid
Since the early 1970s, Deanna Morse has
light.”
worked with and engaged in various forms of
“I was shooting film
art. As an undergraduate student, she studied
every day for about one
sculpture, painting, drawing and various
month,”
Morse
said.
other forms of expression. Her interest, she
“Editing
took
several
said, is at base level, concerned with how the
months, and (it took)
tools affect the form.
about a year to make hmm
Morse is now in her 30th year of teaching
altogether.”
at Grand Valley State University, and while
Morse described the piece as a sort
teaching may take up plenty of her time, she
of experimental study of the energy and
remains active as a filmmaker and animator.
movement of nature.
The New York Metropolitan Museum of
“In a world where we are so surrounded
Art. as well as “Sesame Street,” has featured
by technology, it seems that we can get a little
her work.
more grounded by looking at
Her recent short film called
the natural world,” she said.
“I'm
thrilled
that
“Breathing Room” has been
Morse
mentioned
selected to play at several film
the piece has had
research she came across
festivals around the U.S. and
that explains that the more
some resonance
abroad. Morse said feedback
in touch with nature people
with people.”
has been very positive.
allow themselves to be, the
“Just being accepted to
clearer they seem to think
the festivals is a big deal. I’m
and perform.
DEANNA MORSE
thrilled that the piece has had
How people respond to
GVSU PROFESSOR
some resonance with people,”
space and nature is what
she said.
Morse is interested in, and her
Morse shot the film while an artist-intechnique, which compresses time, allows
residence at Fundaci6n Valparaiso, an olive
the viewer to see the natural differently, in a
plantation converted into an artist colony in
way not commonly seen.
Mojacar, Spain.
“Breathing Room” will be featured next
During her time there, Morse’s interest in
in the Netherlands at the Middelburg Center
nature and space peaked as the predominant
for Transatlantic Studies, where Morse will
focus of her work, and “Breathing Room” is
also teach animation and film.
a vibrant example of this occupation.
“Sometimes people don’t think of Grand
The film features rapid frame-by-frame
Valley faculty outside of GVSU,” Morse
shots of various flowers and moving light
said, though with her success and continued
in space, while also incorporating a forward
work in film, Morse said she is still happy
time-lapse element. It contains some 3,000
just to engage people with her art.
GVL Staff Writer

Courtesy Photo / Deanpa Morse
Deanna Morse's recent film, "Breathing Room," was projected on the side of the Eberhard Center.

When she talks about her artistic process,
there is an obviously passionate tone. Morse
said the process of figuring out the visual
components and how to manipulate them
still remains an interesting challenge for
her. From small sketches to a finished film,
Morse always considers the viewer.
“I ask myself, ‘Is this something I would
like to see over and over again?’ If it has
some kind of power I will continue to work

it,” she said.
Her next work involves the upcoming
50th anniversary of GVSU.
“It will be a sort of celebration of the
landscape of GVSU,” Morse said. “It will
feature the growth of the university over the
last 50 years.”
To learn more about Morse and her work,
visit http://www.deannamorse.com.

ebrumhack@ lanthorn .com

Folk legend delights; GVSU community eager to sing along
s
Haley
Otman
E,
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It was clear Joe Hickerson does
not care about appearances. He
ambled toward the mini-stage last
week in well-worn chocolate brown
corduroys and a cornflower blue
button-up, with a black fanny pack
hanging haphazardly from the back
of his waist. His eyes were weighed
down from many years of hard
work, and his chin was dotted in
grey stubble.
Before that, he had set up his
own table of recordings for sale.
There were only a few copies of
many different CDs and cassettes,
and when one CD sold prior to the
show, he joked, “Better hurry up!”
to the early birds glued to their seats
in the front of the room.
Behind him, there was a
chalkboard (after all, he was
performing in a rehearsal room in
the Performing Arts Center) with
stray notes left on it from the day’s
classes.
Then he applied some lip balm
and began his sound check.
As he warmed up, he sang
simply, accompanied by a few
strums of his guitar, “Oh, Lord, I’ve

got some singing to do, Oh, Lord,
played for his GVSU audience.
I’ve got some singing to do.”
He loves folk culture and hopes
After a few minor adjustments,
it can “drive dull care away,”
Hickerson declared as he would
according to the song of the same
many times through the night,
name with which he begins his
“Good enough for road work!”
performances.
and then took a seat in the front
Most songs began with
row, chatting with two audience
Hickerson showing the chorus to
members until his 8:30 p.m. start
the audience first. Then he would
time.
sing the verses and the whole room
Hickerson, a folk musician
joined together for the choruses. A
with a lengthy resume, returned to
common theme in his song choices
Grand Valley State University last
was the railroad world.
Wednesday for his performance of
He sang “The Dummy Line”
“My 50+ Years in
about a train and
Folk Music: Songs
incorporated Grand
His style
from the EnglishRapids into a verse.
incorporates a
Speaking World”
“As you will
simple guitar
as part of the Guest
gather, this is a very
Artist Series.
slow train,” he said
melody with a
He has served
in the middle of the
combination
as librarian and
song to audience
of talking and
director of the
laughter.
Archive of Folk
His style
singing ...
Song/Culture at the
incorporates a simple
Library of Congress
guitar melody with a
and has recorded from 1957 to 2003
combination of talking and singing,
on two different folk labels.
so it seems as if each audience
“At almost any moment, he
member is having a one-on-one
can think of a song related to what
conversation with him. The room
we’re discussing,” said professor
was replete with toe-tapping and
Lisa Feurzeig, and then tell the
wry smiles as Hickerson revealed
complete history behind it.
what unexpected word would come
Hickerson knows who sang a
next in each verse of each unique
song, what inspired it, how it was
song he hand-picked to perform.
received and more, and he spoke for
Before the first break, he asked
a few minutes before each song he
the audience if they had any

.w—wanna—

GVL / Haley Otman
Folk artist Joe Hickerson performed in the Guest Artist Series on Wednesday.

requests.
“Hard times!” shouted out
one woman, and then Hickerson
responded with, “Don’t we have
enough?” to a jumble of crowd
laughter.

Feurzeig, who coordinated the
event, added, “Even some people
who perhaps did not expect to be
drawn into the performance found
themselves joining in.”

arts@ lanthorn .com

Broadway Grand Rapids' 'The Color Purple' delivers spirit, soul, love
Musical follows life of young black woman in 1900s, features themes of lesbian love, abuse, stereotypes
stereotypes, this musical related
both the comical and the serious
aspects of a black woman in the
early 1900s.
Full of a cast with first-rate
vocals, the production began with
a classic mockery of a Southern
Black church, complete with
Broadway Grand Rapids’justchorus, soulful “Amens” and foot
concluded production of “The Color
stomping.
Purple” took the issue of color to a
Dayna Dantzler as Celie
whole new level, exposing purple
gave
a beautiful performance in
as full of hatred and love.
“Somebody Gonna Love You” and
This musical about love
amazed the audience
followed the life
with her clear
The
production
of Celie, a young
black woman living
was a success and vocals.
In “Hell No!” the
in Georgia who was
managed
to
bring
ensemble
women of
forced to marry a
the
production
sent
every emotion,
man who doesn’t
the
audience
into
fits
love her and felt
color and song
of laughter as they
left all alone in
genre to the
accompanied big
a prejudiced and
and
bossy Sophia,
cynical world.
stage.
proclaiming their
Finding love and
rights as women —
acceptance in the
no
man
would
beat
them.
most unlikely places, Celie learned
Taprena
Augustine
as the famous
to accept herself the way she is
show
girl,
Shug
Avery,
sang in
and found the courage within to
“Push Da Button” In this jazz song,
leave her husband and eventually
the juke joint came to life as Avery
make amends with loved ones and
and company all swing danced and
enemies.
pushed and pulled to the sensual
Touching on topics of lesbian
music.
love, abusive husbands and black

Complete in presenting a full
package of black cultural music,
the second act opened to wild
African music with dancers in tribal
garments.
With deep-thrumming music, the
orchestra pounded out the African
tunes to wild hoots and hollers from
the dancers, depicting Celie’s sister,
Nettie, whose life as a missionary in
Africa is shown.
Celie described her anger and
hate for the injustice of her world
as the color purple, identifying it
with her bruises and humiliation. In
retaliation, Shug sang “The Color
Purple” as a depiction of Celie’s
unrecognized beauty in spirit and
soul.
The set varied in sceneries,
giving a backdrop of a sunset over
a field with hanging trees, purple
vines, wooden fences and hanging
laundry. With skill, the production
changed to various sets and eras
through the use of detailed props
and costumes.
Celie opened her own store
called “Miss Celie’s Pants,”
showing feminism and poking fun
at “who wears the pants in the home
now” as the women of the town
walk around in high-waisted bell

bottoms.
Following a powerful reprise of
“The Color Purple,” the production
received a standing ovation as the
individual performers gave a bow.
After gesturing to the orchestra,
the cast began to sing again to
the soulful reprise, involving the
audience in clapping and swaying

to the tune and ended with an
“Amen” that only a black choir
could give.
The production was a success
and managed to bring every
emotion, color and song genre to
the stage.

dslahhekoorn@lanthorn .com

Courtesy Photo / patron.tpac.com

Broadway Grand Rapids recently concluded Its production of "The Color Purple.”
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Distressed drinking

Center establishes new
faculty-led programs

Students report stress as
leading cause of alcohol abuse;
GV offers screenings, survey to
promote awareness of abuse
GVL / Eric Coulter

By Lauren Fitch

Studying abroad increases a

GVL Managing Editor
It is there at most weddings,
birthdays and other celebrations. It
is there when you’re sitting around
watching the big game. It is there
when you go out with friends to have
a good time. It is there waiting for
you at home after a busy day or a long
week.
Alcohol is enmeshed in today’s
culture in a variety of roles and
settings. It is a cornerstone of the
stereotypical college life, and research
shows the number of college students
who binge drink has increased to 40
percent, according to the National
Institute on Alcohol Abuse and
Alcoholism.
Today, the NIAA will sponsor a
National Alcohol Screening Day to
promote awareness of alcohol abuse
among college students.
Ilie screening consists of a survey,
which will take 10 to 15 minutes to

students marketability.

complete,and
a counselor
will be on
hand
to
review
students’
results
and
guide them
to
other
resources
if
necessary.
Screening
sites
will be set up at
seven locations on Grand Valley
State University’s Allendale and
Pew campuses, with varying hours
of operation ranging from 9 a.m. to
6 p.m.
Dan Suitor, an intern counselor at
GVSU involved in organizing the oncampus screening, said the program
is not promoting abstinence from

By Anya Zentmeyer
GVL Assistant News Editor

alcohol. but rather moderate use in a
responsible manner.
“Anything done to the extreme
can be detrimental to your health,”
Suitor said.
He added when a person starts
skipping class because of a hangover,
driving drunk or letting alcohol affect
relationships, then it is a problem.

The top two reasons most college
students drink are for social purposes
and for emotional relief, according
to a study cited by http://www.
collegedrinkingprevention.gov.Suitor
agreed that in his time as a counselor,
many students reported stress as a
motivator in their drinking habits.

See Alcohol, A2
GVL Photo Illustration / Brian B. Sevald

University axes entrepeneurship minor
Citing declining
enrollment, business
college elects to drop
entrepreneurship
minor for fall 2010
By Derek Wolff
GVL Staff Writer
After consistently failing to fill
classrooms, the Seidman College of
Business elected in a controversial
decision to drop entrepreneurship as a
minor days before students registered
for classes.
On March 22, at 4:52 p.m.,
the
announcement
that
the
entrepreneurship minor would be
axed at the end of the semester was
delivered to the entrepreneurship
students’ e-mails, giving them only
half a day to figure out their options.
Registration for 2010-11 classes was
the next day.
Seidman College of Business
Dean H. James Williams had
met with members of the Grand
Valley Collegiate Entrepreneurship

Organization (CEO) on Feb. 23 to
discuss changes to the program and
receive student feedback. Jaclyn
Boroff, vice president of events for
CEO. attended the meeting.
"There were talks about potentially
changing the classes within the minor,
but no one knew about completely
getting rid of it,” Boroff said. “A lot of
students were hurt when it happened
because they were not told with a lot
of time. It just ended.”
Citing a general lack of support
for the program since its inception
five and a half years ago, Williams
defended his decision to eliminate the
final four courses that would complete
the minor.
“We decided not to offer the final
four courses that comprise the minor
because students were simply not
enrolling in those courses,” he said.
“Over the five-and-one-half years,
these courses enrolled, on average, six
students, when the minimum required
number is generally 15. The Seidman
College of Business cannot continue
to offer courses enrolling these limited
numbers.”
The timing of the drop still proved to

be an inconvenience to many students
enrolled in the program. While students
with existing entrepreneurship minors
can still complete the program by
taking the substitute business courses
offered, some students were not
thrilled with this
proposition.
“It’s •
a
whole
different
atmosphere,”
explained senior
Michelle
Mitus.
“A lot of people
want
to
take
classes for their
minor.
Business Williams
classes are not
what entrepreneurship students want
to fill the void.”
The Seidman College of Business
will continue to offer the basic
entrepreneurship classes, ENT 150
and 151, as well as courses in small
business management and the writing
of business plans.
Williams and his colleagues will
also offer a survey toward the end
of this semester in order to ascertain
feedback on interest in a new series of

entrepreneurship programs.
“The data suggests strongly that the
existing version of the minor does not
work,” Williams said. “We are simply
going back to the proverbial 'drawing
board’. We plan to continue to meet
the needs of the Grand Valley student
population.”
While GVSU has now closed
its entrepreneurship minor, Central
Michigan University has just created
its own. However, Williams remains
confident in GVSU’s approach.
“I remain convinced that Grand
Valley is absolutely the most studentcentered, quality-focused institution
of higher education in the state of
Michigan,” he said.
In the meantime, CEO encouraged
students affected by the drop to be
patient and wait for the reforms in the
fall. They also advocated participation
in the survey.
“We’re making sure that students
know we’re willing to help them even
though some classes are no longer
available,” Boroff said. “We’ll find
people who can teach them what they
want to know.”

dwolff@ lanthorn £om

GV starts study of weak on-campus cell reception
By Chelsea Lane &
Samantha Butcher
GVL Staff
According to a recent Grand
Valley State University Information
and Technology survey, more than 95
percent of GVSU students own cell
phones. But while cell phones may
be an indispensable part of everyday
communication for students, some
areas of campus offer little to no call
reception.
Reportedly, problematic on-campus
areas include the lower levels of
Mackinac Hall and the north campus
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living centers, particularly Kistler and
Hills.
Assistant
Vice
President
of
Facilities & Planning James Moyer
said the university is in the early stages
of addressing how to improve campus
cell phone reception.
“A small group of university staff
have been discussing the quality of
cell phone reception at the Allendale
Campus,” Moyer said. “There are
areas and locations where the reception
is weak and connections difficult to
make. We have been investigating
solutions used at other universities
to solve similar needs. We have not
developed any plan that targets specific
or general areas, nor have we completed
any studies of the reception quality in
university buildings. Given that there
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Cell phones do not work in some areas.

phones placed along walking paths and
are no definitive plans, we have not
sidewalks for students to use if they are
discussed cost or funding.”
injured or need to report an incident to
Although the lack of service may
police.
prove frustrating to
“Those areas (with
DeHaan
said
students trying to text
although
the
or surf the web on
weak reception)
possibility of installing
their phones, it could
aren't too far where
similar phones on
also potentially hinder
you couldn't get to
GVSU’s
campus
someone from calling
has previously been
for help regarding a
an area where there
discussed in Student
medical concern or
is service.”
Senate and within the
other emergency in
BRANDON DEHAAN
administration, it was
those problem areas.
ASSISTANT DIRECTOR
ultimately
decided
Assistant Directorof
DPS
the phones were not
the GVSU Department
needed.
of Public Safety Capt. Brandon DeHaan
DeHaan said if there was a
said while the university is working to
“concerted push” from students and
improve on-campus cell reception, he
faculty, DPS and Facilities would be
does not think current cell reception
open to reconsidering the issue, but so
problems pose any safety risk.
far there has been no such response.
“Those areas (with weak reception)
However, he believes the widespread
aren’t too far where you couldn't get to
usage of cell phones on campus largely
an area where there is service," DeHaan
eliminates the need for emergency
said.
phones.
He added that all office suites and
some classrooms have landlines and
“We also rely on students having
instant communication through cell
some of the older buildings have action
phones,” DeHaan said. ”... All of a
phones near the main entrances, which
could be used to dial 911 in the event of sudden this has kind of mushroomed
to where everyone has a cell phone and
an emergency.
I think the university is addressing that
Other local universities such as
from a planning standpoint.”
Michigan State University and Central
news® lanthorn rom
Michigan University have emergency
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The Padnos International Center
has added five new faculty-led
programs to the docket for students
seeking study abroad opportunities:
Ghana, India, South Africa, Taiwan
and New Zealand all made the cut.
With such growth, more students
than ever can take the leap into a
new culture - something Elena
Selezneva, coordinator of FacultyIxd programs, thinks is an important
part of a growing global economy.
“Now we live in a global society
and our students have to compete
for jobs with people from China,
India and Brazil,” Selezneva said.
“For an employer, a student who
has studied abroad is self-motivated,
independent, willing to embrace
challenges and able to cope with
diverse problems and situations.”
African and Indian programs
The Ghana program is a product
of a
student-initiated
service
program there in 2009. Following
the November 2008 Ghana serv ice
trip of Honors College staff member
Janaan Decker, Selezneva said many
honors students became passionate
about making a difference in
Ghana. In November 2009, a group
of students traveled there for a
service learning project and are now
planning another for the summer of
2010 in hopes of helping Ghanaians
develop
... a
thriving
and
sustainable
student
communities.
who has
Kerala,
studied
India will be
the destination
abroad
for
students
is self
interested
in
motivated"
learning about
ecological,
ELENA
conservation
SELEZNEVA
biology
COORDINATOR
and
global
OF FACULTY-LED
sustainability
PROGRAMS
concepts.
Students will
have field experiences in temperate
and tropical locations along with
the integration of cultural and
international dimensions.
“Cultural and human impacts on
ecosystems is one of the underlying
themes of the program,” Selezneva
said. “This will allow insight into
the impacts on biodiversity of
agriculture and forestry practices
in both countries. It will also allow
a comparison of the potential
differential impacts of human use on
Michigan vs. Kerala ecosystems.”
For students exploring a women
and gender studies major, the new
faculty-led South Africa program
will divide student’s time between
an internship, service learning,
academic field trips, lectures at the
nearby University of Cape Town and
experiential learning. It w ill highlight
contemporary issues for women in
South Africa around reproductive
health, education, violence, etc.
Service-learning projects may likely
include work in a woman-owned
business or working with girls in
middle or high school.
New Zealand program
Heather Van Wormer. professor
of anthropology, will lead a group
of students to New Zealand to
intnxluce students to the Ecovillage
movement. Students will spend four
weeks living at Ecovillages and
participating daily in sustainability
efforts/These communities are found
in both urban and rural locations and
share an emphasis on both social
and ecological sustainability.
“Instead of primarily staying at a

See Study Abroad, A2
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university and takingclasses, this
program will have a decidedly
‘hands-on’ component,” Van
Wormer said. “This includes
building designs and materials,
alternative
energy,
water
systems, farming, etc. Students
participating in this program will
match their personal interests
with an internship experience in

Grand Valley lanthorn

these communities - so a student
interested in alternative energy
will partner with the community
individuals responsible for the
energy and learn all about the
challenges they face and the
solutions they have come up
with in that community.”
Van Wormer said she is
traveling to New Zealand in
May to set up relationships and
plans the first trip for May of
2011.

Tainan program
The final program is based
out of Taiwan, consisting of a
regular semester where students
will register for a regular credit
load at GVSU’s sister college
in Taipei, Taiwan - National
Taiwan Normal University.
Students will take Mandarin
language classes for eight credits
and three content courses,
three credits each, taught by
the GVSU faculty on site.

Due to the intense immersion,
Selezneva said this program
should be able to fulfill two
to three semesters of Chinese
language in one semester. The
program does accept students
with no background in Chinese
language.
Students
interested
in
seeking more information about
each program should contact
the Padnos International Center.

ass istautnews @ lanthorn am

Alcohol
continued from page A1

habits.
“We all deal with stress
in certain ways,” Suitor said.
“There are indeed times when
people use alcohol to de
stress.”
With
the
demanding
workload of classes, financial
concerns and relational issues,
college
students
encounter
many sources of stress, and the
expected college lifestyle makes
alcohol very accessible and
a logical method of reducing
stress for many students.
Andrea
Bostrom,
an
associate professor of nursing,
also noted the use of alcohol to
combat stress, but she said the
attempted remedy is misguided.
She said the efifect of alcohol can
mask the symptoms associated
with high levels of stress, but
alcohol can actually exasperate
the root of the problem.
“There is not a physiological
reason why someone who feels
stressed would drink,” Bostrom
said. “Alcohol is not something
the body requires with the stress
response.”
The stress response can
be summed up as a fight-orllight reaction to a threatening
or unfamiliar situation. The
body launches a series of
physiological and behavioral
reactions when stressed in an
effort to maintain its natural
steady state, or homeostasis.

-Binge drinking: consuming five or more drinks in one
sitting for men and four or more drinks in one sitting for
women
-More than 44 percent of full-time college students
reported binge drinking at least once a month in 2003.
-Alcohol abuse costs Americans approximately $185
billion annually.
-Alcohol-related crashes made up 41 percent of fatal car
accidents in 2002.

According to the CollegeRespon.se NASD program

National Alcohol Screening Day at GVSU
- Kirkhof Main Lobby from 3 p.m. to 6 p.m.
- North C (rm. 137) from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m.
- DeVos Center Student Project Area from 10 a.m. to 1
p.m.
- Center for Health Sciences Canepa Grand Lobby from
11a.m. to 1 p.m.
- ACES Office (Water Tower Place between Papa Johns
and the Campus Health Center) from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
- Counseling and Career Development Center (204
STU) from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
- Campus Recreation Center from 4 p.m. to 6 p.m.
Different scenarios cause
stress for different people. The
stress response begins with a
release of certain hormones
in the brain that cause a chain
reaction leading to heightened
responsiveness of the central
nervous system, the adrenal
system
and
cardiovascular
system.
Bostrom described it as
“pumping up” the body and
said chronic stress can lead to
negative effects such as difficulty
sleeping or concentrating and
irritability.
“In the short run alcohol can

help (with relieving stress),”
Bostrom said. “But in the
long run it causes too many
other problems and dangerous
situations.”
A review of literature
published
in
the Clinical
Psychological Review in 2003
said college students’ use
of alcohol to reduce tension
was the strongest predictor of
problematic drinking. Bostrom
explained the rational for such
findings.
“People mistake (drinking)
for something that relieves
stress,” Bostrom said. “When a
person feels overwhelmed, they
take a drink and feel calmer; it’s
a rewarding experience.”
However, Bostrom said the
reward does not last. Alcohol
is a depressant that reduces
people’s inhibitions. This can
repress the stress response, but
it also damages the liver, central
nervous system, muscles and
various other bexiy functions.
This damage leaves the body illequipped to handle future stress
and does nothing to remedy the
original stressful situation.
Bostrom recommended more
constructive ways of dealing
with stress, such as regular
exercise, eating well, getting
enough sleep and establishing a
good support system of friends
and family.
“This strengthens the btxiy
and gives you the best resources
to deal with everything,”
Bostrom said.

mamgingeditor@ lanthorn am
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GVL DIGEST
News in Brief

NACADA webinar
“Breaking Bad Newsdelivery techniques that help
studentsmakegoodaltemative
choices”
is
a
Webinar
broadcast that will look at
effective
communication
behaviors to help faculty
and staff understand how to
better share bad news with
students.
The aim of the event
is to examine the role of
the adviser in teaching the
student to reassess, redefine
and redistribute their goals
and intentions. Ways to
package the news in the best
possible light, strategies for
better student understanding,
alternative paths and follow
up strategies will be offered.
The webinar will take
place today from 1:45 p.m. to
3:30 p.m.
On April 22 in the Kirkhof
Center, room 2215 from 1
p.m. to 2:30 p.m., there will
be a follow-up discussion on
the Webinar.
To register for these
events, go to the Faculty and
Staff tab on the GVSU Web
site, click on Seminars and
Workshops, then student
advising Webinar.
For more information
contact l,eijhi Koval at (616)
331-2673.
AIDS Walk
Today at 4 p.m, students
will meet at the clock tower
for an AIDS walk, to raise
AIDS
awareness.
For
questions, contact Jolynn
Zimhelt at zimhejo@mail.
v gvsu.edu.
Holocaust: Myths and
Misconceptions lecture
Today at 7 p.m. at
Loosemorc Auditorium at
the Pew Campus, Professor
Peter Hayes of Northwestern
•University will deliver a
lecture on “Holocaust Myths
and Misconceptions.”
i
On Friday at 11 a.m.,
Hayes will give a second
lecture in the Pere Marquette
room 2204 in the Kirkhof
Center
titled
“German
Corporate Complicity
in
the Holocaust: Causes and
Forms.”
The event is sponsored
.by the Joseph Stevens
Freedom Endowment, the
Frederik
Meijer
Honors
College and the College of
Interdisciplinary Studies.
For questions, contact
•Rob Franciosi by e-mail at
francior@gvsu edu.
Young Women Strong
Leaders conference
This college conference,
hosted by the Women’s
Center, is for young women
who: are current or potential
leaders in their community,
curious about the experience
•of other women leaders,
ready to make a difference
and build the future.
The event will take place
Friday from 8:30 a.m. to 4:30
p.m. at the Kirkhof Center.
Those
interested
can
download the registration
form
at
http://www.
gvsu.edu/women_cen/
index.cfm?action=home.
events&eventld=638243CAC7FO-D7CB8E886B02 A8F59EC4.
Scholarships for GVSU
students are available at the
GVSU Women’s Center.
TIPS training
On Friday from 11 a.m.
to 2 p.m. at the Water Tower
Place, 20383 B 42nd Ave.
in Allendale, there will be a
workshop at the ACES office
called TIPS. TIPS stands for
Training for Intervention
Procedures.
It is a two-hour training
session that will leaves
students
TIPS
certified,
a
nationally
recognized
organization.
The training is designed
to educated students on
alcohol risk factors and how
to intervene when alcohol is
being misused and abused.
Space is limited to the first
! 20 registrants. To register
| and secure your spot in the
training class, call the ACES
•office at (616)331-2537.
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Leadership Academy offers valuable networking
Program seeks to
educate students
on leadership,
professional
experience
By Garrett Pelican
GVL Staff Writer
For leakers who seek to
bolster their lists of professional
contacts, leadership skills and
overall academic experiences,
look no further than the Peter
Cook Leadership Academy.
Sponsored by the Fiauenstein
Center for Presidential Studies,
the program offers students
the opportunity to gain these
professional assets and others
while
learning
from
the
experiences
of
successful
economic, political and social
leaders.
“Really we’re trying to
find emerging leaders here
on campus, who tire going be
trusted to build our future - as
a university, as a state, as a
nation,” said Brian Flanagan,
the program's director. “We’re
trying to give them competence,
confidence
and
contacts
to succeed in professional
leadership
roles.
They're
going to gain these through
experiences at our luncheon
series and other events and

the work place.
thaxigh the relationships they
build.”
In addition to the luncheons,
The 40 or so students selected
students chosen as fellows also
have access to evening events
for the program, chosen for their
leadership abilities, will have
and receptions, networking
the opportunity to participate in
mixers,
the
program’s
growing alumni network and a
a variety of functions, including
the academy’s "Luncheons with
mentorship program.
“We have about 25 leaders
leaders” series. During the
of the community committed to
luncheons - of which there are
eight - fellows and invitees will
working with our students one_ on-one on a
meet with leaders
regular basis,”
at the local, state
“Really we're
Flanagan
and
national
trying to find
said.
“We
levels.
“The
leave it up to
emerging leaders
the
mentor
luncheons
are
here on campus,
and
mentee
very
intimate
who are going to
to precisely
and allow you
define
the
to learn from
be trusted to build
relationship,
others and their
our future ...”
but the point
experiences,”
BRIAN
FLANAGAN
is for mentors
said Allie Bush, a
LEADERSHIP ACADEMY
to share their
graduate student
DIRECTOR
and
program
experience,
show students
fellow for three
years. “You get to hear from
the ropes, connect them to
the community and be their
people that are very influential
advocates.”
in the community and really get
to know them.”
Bush agreed and said she
encouraged students to apply
Field monthly,each luncheon
features a different speaker.
for fellowship to benefit from
“We look for speakers
the programs including the
who want to connect with our
mentorship, which she called a
students and serve as mentors
"big asset.”
“1 was really impressed
and contacts after graduation,”
with the passion for extended
Flanagan said. He noted each
luncheon also deals with a
learning outside the classroom
that the Hauenstein Center
specific theme; a recent one
afforded me,” she said.
involved morals and ethics in

Another
fellow,
James
Bonovich,
echoed
Bush’s
praise for the academy, citing
the learning experiences he has
derived from the events and
functions.
"Going to the events, even
if you don’t participate, and just
listening to the speakers opens a
student’s mind to a lot of different
things,” Bonovich, a graduate
student pursuing his master’s of
science in accounting, said.
An added benefit to receiving
a fellowship is the opportunity
to meet various leaders and
attend official, albeit exclusive,
events.
“Our fellows have been faceto-face with U.S. presidents, vice
presidents, senators, diplomats,
four different governors, but also
corporate leaders, international
nonprofit
leaders,
cultural
and also local community
members,” Flanagan said.
In fact, Bonovich and
others attended Gov. Jennifer
Granholm’s final State of the
State Address in l rinsing in
February,
which
Bonovich
said was an unforgettable
experience.
“They have an opportunity
to leam from experienced
leaders and experts,” Flanagan
remarked.
Students
selected
must
commit to participate for a full
academic year. Applicants must

be available
for
the
Luncheons
with
Leaders

series
on
the second
Wednesday
of
every
month from Flanaiflan
11:30 am.
to 1:30 p.m. and for as many of
the center’s evening programs
as their academic schedules
allow.
Any questions can be
directed to the'center’s office
coordinator, Kathy Rent, at
(616) 131-2770.
Additional informat ion about
the program and applications are
available at http://www.gvsu.
edu/hauenstein/leaders.
Students
interested
in
applying for fellowship for the
2010-11 academic year must
submit completed applications,
cover letters, resumes and
written statements - 500
words or gvsu.edu or standard
mail to Hauenstein Center for
Presidential Studies, 401 Fulton
Street West, Grand Rapids, Ml
49504-6431.
Students are encouraged to
get their applications in soon as
selection is competitive and the
deadline is April 16.

xpelii an @ lanthorn jcom

Transpectrum offers resources
for transgender students
Group works to provide safe zone, support for
transgender students at GVSU
assistant director of the LGBT Resource
Center, said the center continues to provide
GVL Senior Reporter
support to the group.
Grand
Valley
State
University
“The LGBT Resource Centerfully
transgender students have gained a new
supports each LGBT student organization,
support network with the
including
the *\ new
organization
creation of Transpectrum,
Transpectrum, and js happy there are many v
a student group aiming
groups to reflect the needs of the beautifully
to provide support and
diverse LGBT community,” she said.
education to transgender,
Transpectrum partnered with the Resource
genderqueer and allied
Center to celebrate the International Day of
students.
Transgender Visibility on Wednesday.
The
organization,
“While
Transgender Day
of
which was formed in
Remembrance, which is celebrated in the
mid-February, fluctuates
fall, is to mourn those who have died as a
between four and eight Thompson
result of discrimination. Day of Visibility
members.
Johnnie
is designed to celebrate those who are
Thompson, president of Transpectrum, said
living and all of their accomplishments and
transgender students have needs that differ contributions to society," Thompson said.
from lesbian, gay and bisexual students on
The group does not have any additional
campus.
events planned for the semester but plans
“Transgender students have a wide range
to continue
providing asafe zone to
of experiences and hurdles in life that other
transgender students, as well as allies and
LGB students don’t quite
students questioning their
understand because they’ve
gender or sexual identity.
“Transgender
simply never been there,”
students have a wide They are also considering
Thompson said. “It helps to
holding a seminar in the
range of experiences
be surrounded by a group of
fall to educate students
people who understand or
about transgender issues on
and hurdles in life
have already gone through
campus.
that other LGB
what you are currently going
“We
hope
to
keep
through.”
students don't quite
growing
and
hopefully
There are no reliable
draw in more of those
understand... ”
estimates about the number
genderqueer,
transgender
JOHNNIE THOMPSON
of transgender people in
and allied students on
TRANSPECTRUM PRESIDENT
the U.S. or at GVSU. The
campus,” Thompson said.
number
of
transsexual
"We also hope to reach
people, a narrower definition, is estimated
those students who may be questioning their
to be less than 1 percent of the population,
identity right now and need help or simply
according tp the Human Rights Campaign.
those seeking more education. Overall, I
Prior to the formation of Transpectrum.
think our presence will greatly increase the
resources were available to transgender
level of transgender awareness on campus,
students through the LGBT Resource Center
something there is very little of now.”
on campus and the student organization
sbutcher® lanthorn .com
Out ‘N’ About. Colette Seguin-Beighley,

By Samantha Butcher

By Dan Michniewicz
GVL Managing Editor
Grand Valley State University
student Ashlynn Nicole Piecuch, 19.
was arraigned Wednesday for allegedly
firing an off-duty Grand Rapids Police

Guerrero has been charged with
carrying a concealed weapon while
having a blixxl-alcohol content of 0.02
to 0.08, a civil infraction, and reckless
handling of a firearm.

wehman@ lanthorn com

Department officer’s gun in the
bathroom of a local Allendale bar.
Officer
John
Guerrero
forgot
his gun in the men’s bathroom of
Brewstir’s on the night of March 6.
MAments later. Piecuch found the gun
on the bathroom's waste bin, picked
it up and fired one round through the
bathroom's wall, police said.
The bullet became lodged in a beer
cooler, and no one was injured.
Piechuch,
whose
permanent
address is in Grand Ledge, has been
charged with careless discharge of a
firearm causing property damage, a
misdemeanor.

\\
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On March 6, a gun was fired in Brewstir’s.

GVL Photo Illustration / Brian B. Sevald

Several student groups

collaborate to promote sustautabikty, „

New organization to collaborate
student sustainability efforts
l

By Molly Waite
GVL Senior Reporter
Many student organizations
work on sustainability projects,
but too often the groups work in
isolation from one another. The
newly-formed Student Sustain
ability Partnership was created
to bring together the leaders and
active members of student-run
organizations across campus to
collaborate on future projects and
provide a more consolidated ef
fort toward sustainability at Grand
Valley State University.
Emily Martin, a graduate as
sistant for Sustainable Communi
ty Development Initiative and an
organizer of the partnership, said
the partnership was started by the
SCDI as a result of conversations
with student leaders from the Stu
dent Environmental Coalition and
the Student Senate.
“Since I began working for the
Sustainability Initiative last se
mester, I have been impressed by
how many different students and
student groups are doing work
related to sustainability.” Mar
tin said. “However, it seems that
these projects are usually isolated
from one another and very little
communication occurs between
the groups ... I feel that sustain
ability efforts at Grand Valley
can be greatly increased if these
gmups work in collaboration
with one another by sharing re
sources, best practices and ideas.
And ultimately, I hope that it will
help Grand Valley continue to be
a leader in sustainability.”
Sen ior K i rk Wyatt, president of
both the GVSU Chemistry Club
and the Excellence in Science and
Math Collaborative, joined the
partnership to bring more atten
tion to the projects with which he,
and < >ther susta i nahi I i ty-conscii ms
students, arc involved.
“There are so many differ
ent groups on campus that share
the same sustainability goals as
we do. and if we want to achieve
widespread implementation of
our projects, collaboration is es
sential " Wyatt said. “Not only
can we brainstorm ideas together,
but we can also utilize the part
nership to get the word out about
our projects to students who care
about them ”
The partnership has only met

one time so far, but there was dis
cussion of having a public rela
tions campaign about the meaning
of sustainability to create a greater
understanding of sustainability
within the GVSU community.
“Sustainability goes deeper
than I think most students realize,”
Wyatt said. “It’s more than just re
cycling and using cleaner enetgy
sources. It’s about maintaining
our resources for the next genera
tion. It requires us to reflect on the
impact that our choices make and
to re-think the way we’ve always
done things. By getting involved
in sustainability, students become
more aware of the impact their
choices have and leam how to
make more conscious decisions.”
Martin said she expects the
group will enable other student
groups to do an even better job at
the projects in which they are al
ready involved. By working with
other groups each organization
will have more resources avail
able to them, such as promotion
for events, volunteers and new
ideas.
“The Student Sustainabil
ity Partnership is a great way for
student organizations to share in
formation «ind create efficiencies
through collaborative efforts,”
said Bart Bartels, project manager
of the SCDI.
The partnership will also keep
the student body better informed
about important sustainability is
sues and will allow GVSU to bet
ter support its students.
“I have also struggled with an
swering the questions of students
who leam about the Sustainability
Initiative and say they want to be
involved,” Martin said. “Up until
now, we didn’t have a concrete
answer to give them, but could
direct them to various student
groups. Now, we can tell them
about the Student Sustainabil
ity Partnership and invite them to

join.”
The next Student Sustainabil
ity Partnership meeting is April
19 at 5 p.m. in I^ike Ontario Hall,
room 167. Food will be provided.
To RSVP, e-mail Emily Martin
at sustainabilityCa)gvsu.edu. For
more information, visit the SCDI
Web site at http://www.gvsu.edu/
sustainbility.
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EDITORIAL CARTOON

EDITORIAL

Race over self
In the interest of freedom, democracy
and the Golden Pule, current’generations
cannot afford to ignore the voice of reason
in favor of the tempting rhetoric spouted
by political and religious extremists.
In a few weeks, thousands of Grand Valley State University
graduates will flood the local and national job markets in
search of a permanent use for their freshly-printed diplomas.
Some will be successful in their pursuits; however, many in
the class of 2010 and those who follow them will be victims
of the lingering recession and struggle to find security in their
post-graduate lives.
Lengthy unemployment and financial insecurity can
contribute to a sense of vulnerability for anyone, regardless
of education, age or background.
It is in this vulnerable state of mind that otherwise
intelligent, logical people can fall prey to the smear
campaigns waged by religious and political extremist groups.
Playing on the entitlement mentality of younger
generations, these groups conveniently direct the rage of a
discontented public toward the forces of law and order that
threaten their own existence.
Not only do these groups falsely pledge allegiance to
basic democratic principles, but many claim adherence to
“Christian” ideals.
Members of the Michigan-based Hutaree, or Christian
militia, profess a belief and adherence to Christianity but
engage in actions that defy the very teachings of their
religion.
These “Christian warriors” are no different than the
infamous Ku Klux Klan, which still today considers itself a
Christian organization.
One does not have to adhere to a specific religion or
political ideology to understand the seriousness of extremism
concealed as the beliefs that millions hold dear.
While this editorial could be interpreted as a commentary
on religion or political allegiance, be assured such was not its
intent.
Discontent with government and law continues to grow
at a grassroots level while distrust of the opposition is
becoming the mantra of our political leaders. The situation
in Washington, D.C., and throughout the U.S. and world will
worsen before it improves.
The group that christened itself the Guardians of the Free
Republics will likely continue to send threatening letters
to state governments and may eventually adopt the violent
behaviors of which it forewarns. If this organization is
disbanded, another will rise up in its stead.
Members of the GVSU community may be asked to fight
for their beliefs in the future as their ancestors were called
on to do in the past. When they do, this editor hopes they
will have the foresight to disregard extremist rhetoric and
the courage to act for betterment of the race rather than the
perceived advantage for the self.
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Valley Vote
Should GVSU only hire professors
with doctorate degrees?

Yes: 35%
This week's question:
Should student-parents be allowed

No: 65%
Vote online at
Lanthorn.com

to bring their children to class?

GVL OPINION POLICY The ultimate goal of the Grand Valley
l^anthom opinion page is to stimulate
discussion and action on topics of interest
to the Grand Valley Community.
Student opinions do not reflect those of
the Grand Valley I .an thorn.
The Grand Valley Lanthorn welcomes
reader viewpoints and offers three vehicles
of expression for reader opinions: letters
to the editor, guest columns and phone
responses.
letters must include the author's name
and be accompanied by current picture
identification if dropped off in person,
letters will be checked by an employee of
the Grand Valley I .anthorn
letters appear as space permits each

issue. T’he limit for letter length is one
page, single spaced.
The editor reserves the right to edit and
condense letters and columns for length
restrictions and clarity.
All letters must be typed.
The Grand Valley I .anthorn will not be
held responsible for emirs that appear in
print as a result of transcribing handwritten
letters or e-mail typographic emirs.
The name of the author may be withheld
for compelling reasons.
The
a intent,
information
and
views expressed are not approved by
nor necessarily represent those of the
university, its Board of Trustees, officers,
faculty and staff.
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YOUR INSIGHTS

What do you think about the cell phone
reception on campus?

"As far as T-Mobile
is concerned, 1
haven't had any
severe problems.
There are times
when my signal
dies and I'm just
walking to class. 1
couldn't even call
911 if something
was to happen to

"1 get good service
everywhere except
the bottom level
of Mackinac. It
really frustrates
me because 1 have
to wait until after
class to get texts
and voicemails.
But it's pretty good
everywhere else."

"I had T-Mobile,
but I switched
because I couldn't
get a signal
anywhere. But now
I'm with Sprint,
and I haven't had
any issues so far."

"I have T-Mobile,
and the reception
is really horrible on
the North side of
campus, especially
around Robinson,
Copeland and
Kistler. But when
you get out to the
South side, it works
fine."

"Cell phone
service is pretty
satisfactory on
campus, except
if you're in the
basement of
Kirkhof. I have
Sprint, and other
than that it's
good."

Helena Oatis
Junior
Sociology
Detroit, Mich.

Janis Robinson
Junior
Criminal Justice
Southfield, Mich.

Tim Montie
Senior
Graphic Design
Grosse lie, Mich.

mp
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Brittany Taylor
Junior
Legal Studies
Detroit, Mich.

Amanda Onopa
Freshman
Nutritional Science
Dorr, Mich.

GVL STUDENT OPINION

They are women - hear them roar

T’he power of a woman
is undeniable. It is her
inward strength that is
impossible to measure and
her place in the timeline of
evolution that cannot be
substituted by any other
being.
Each person you know
was bom from a woman.
At one point in time, we
were all covered in our
mother’s afterbirth, being
removed directly from her
womb or making our way,
head first hopefully, out of
her vagina.
Giving birth is just one
of the magnificent abilities
of a woman. It’s similar
to a super power. Being
a spousal and/or parental
support system while
maintaining a grounded
sense of self as the child
grows is even harder than

bearing contractions and
pushing.
Women carry
our existence, as we
understand it, for they
embody the succession of
the human race. If infinity
is a magical doorway that
keeps everyone believing
in the idea of “forever,”
then women are the sole
key leading to the other
side.
No woman needs a
man in order to create
life. All she needs is a
man’s sperm, if artificial
insemination is her
choice. New research
shows, as well, that two
women can also have
children together through
the success of an indepth procedure called
parthenogenesis. This
requires no sperm at all.
Women are amazing,
simply put. And although
Women’s History Month
was last month, l felt as if
a bit of the spirit should be
reiterated just because it’s

that marvelous.
As women’s roles in
society continue to change
face, I’m able to see more
of the ways in which we
are evolving and soaring
beyond the boundaries
many believed we’d ever
know even existed.
Despite abuse and
trafficking and other
related unfortunate
occurrences, we
outnumber men and are
climbing ladders even
through glass ceilings. We
are activists and advocates
for our own.
The history of
women is one to be
celebrated, for it denotes
the fall and continuing
rise of a queendom of
evanescence.
We have mastered
long-term tasks such
as managing the home,
educating children and
caring for the family at
larg;e. We have created
choice for ourselves and
although it is unfortunate

all rights weren’t always
equal, I am happy
to witness change
happening.
I’ve heard lots of men
say women are crazy. If
we’ve fallen off the rocker
it’s by no fault of our own
though.
Women might have •
to fight it out after first
impressions, just like
female crayfish. We
may even find ourselves
swallowing our young
whole (in efforts to rescue
them from a sick world, ;
inclusive of a society
swollen with predators
or to save ourselves from
death via hunger), just like
female crocodiles.
If we are crazy,
it’s with good intent,
accompanied by the
adjectives “sexy” and
;
“cool” (TLC) and most
of the time with solid
ideas about what the exactf
repercussions for our
actions will be.

qossett@ lanthorn x om

Reps for 2010-11 Student Senate elected
Forty-four Grand Valley State
University students were elected by
their peers this past week to serve
on the 2010-11 Student Senate.
The Student Senate is recognized
by university administrators and
the Board of Trustees as the official
voice of the student body. As a
public Ixxly, the Student Senate is
held to the rule of the Michigan
Open Meetings Act, which provides
the public with a right of access to
all meetings and meeting minutes.
Student .Senate meetings are held
Thursday at 4:30 p.m. each week
in the Grand River Room of the
Kirkhof Center and minutes are
posted on the Web site, http://www.
gvsu.edu/studcntsenate/.
Trevor Applehof
gmail.com
Josh Barnhart
gmail.com
Paul Bealafeld
gvsu.edu
Ariauna Brown
gvsu.edu
Adam
Burl
gvsu.edu
Erica
Bush
gmail.com
Natalie Cleary
gvsu.edu
Zach
Conley
gmail.com

tapple65@
joshabamhart@
bealafep@mail.
brownar@mail.
buria@mail.
ericalbush@
clearyn@mail.
conleyzach@

I

Caitlin Fiscus
Fiscusc90@
gmail.com
Brcnnen Gorman GormaBre@
mail.gvsu.edu
Celia
Hames celia.hames@
gmail.com
Ross
Hammond
rossmusic@gmail .com
Heather Harvey haharvey@
ymail.com
Michael Harw(xxJharw(xxlml7@
yahoo.com
Chaz
Hernandez
hemacha@mail .gvsu .edu
David
Hoogmoed
hoogmoda@mail .gvsu .edu
Simmone
Herman
simonne.y.k.h@ gmail.com
John
lott
iottj@ mail.gvsu.
edu
David
Jackson djackson675@
live.com
Brian
Jennings jcnningb@mail.
gvsu.edu
*
Lauren Kaercherkaerchel@mail.
gvsu.edu
Greg
King
gskmaple@
charter.net
I>auren Levy
lauren.levy.24@
gmail.com
James
Manser j[)manser@
yahoo.com
Tony
Mariuz tony_mariuz@
hotmail.com
Jarrett
Martus Martusj@mail.
gvsu.edu
I

Elizabeth Mines
elizabethmines@yahoo.com
Leslie
Morrow
lesliemorrow 12@yahoo.com
Andy
Mychovsky
mychkova@mail.gvsu.edu
Dave
Pacini
dpacinil@
gmail.com
Heather Palaszek palaszeh@mail
gvsu.edu
Nick
Ryder
Ryder.
N icholas@gmai I .com
Christine Thiele
thielec@mail.
gvsu.edu
Alyssa Tierney tiemeya@mail.
gvsu.edu
Alyssa Trybus trybusa@mail.
gvsu.edu
Jennah Valk
jennahvalk@
yahoo.com
Eric
Villafuerte
villafue@mail.gvsu.edu
Judd
Vlietstra vlietstj@mail.
gvsu.edu
Nicholas Watson Watson3706@
gmail.com
John
Way
el.terrible .7@
hotmail.com
Katherine
Wehby
pridestable@ameritech net
Brittany Wilk
brittanywilk@
gmail.com
Kirsten Zeiter
kirstenazciter@
gmail.com
Ali
Zimmer zimmera@
student.gvsu.edu
J

LAKER LIFE

lakerlife@lanthorn.com
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[Character Close-Up: Ken VanderWal
GV maintenance man leads Ugandan orphans
By Susie Skowronek
GVL Staff Writer

VanderWal and his wife began
visiting Uganda in 2005 and have made
10 trips in the past five years. They
began with a goal to bring the Gospel
to schools in Africa.
The couple spent about a month in
East Africa on each visit, traveling to
schools and churches and presenting at
speaking engagements.

J
Before falling asleep one night,
J Samuel hears someone calling his
{name. He searches out the nearest
{.person, his teacher Eli, who says he had
Jnot spoken a word.
^
When Samuel hears his name and
rinquires with Eli again, the teacher tells
Crowded
his student to ask the
schoolrooms forced
“I
want
them
to
be
4a>rd to speak.
four or five children to
When Samuel hears
able to share their
each bench, none of
the call a third time, he
them seated at tables
faith with me in
responds in confidence,
or desks. Both schools
their schools.”
“Speak,
for
your
and homes had bars
servant is listening.”
on the windows due
KEN VANDERWAL
Similar
to
the
UGANDAN ORPHANAGE
to ongoing war.
biblical hero Samuel,
ADMINISTRATOR
Not only war, but a
at first Ken VanderWal
problem such as HIV/
dismissed
the
AIDS increases the number of orphans
summons to become administrator of
in Uganda.
an orphanage in Uganda. Two times,
“I want them to be able to share
he politely declined and returned to
their faith with me in their schools,”
the United States without ties. Upon
VanderWal said. “The more finances I
the third request, as Samuel did,
have, the more kids 1 can bring in. So
VanderWal halted. He and his wife
many kids have come to know Christ
prayed over the matter and in August
through me.”
2(X)9, Grand Valley State University
In between his trips to the orphanage,
maintenance
worker
VanderWal
VanderWal tours local churches to
accepted a position as administrator of request financial aid and sponsorships
a Ugandan orphanage.
for the Uganda students. He currently
As administrator, VanderWal looks
has about 12 children sponsored.
out for the future of the orphanage
One of the sponsored children,
- building plans, expansions, new
Amute Tom, is 20 years old. To return
directions - and how to reach that
to sch(X)l, he would have to enter in the
future in economic ways.
fourth grade, but he is willing.
“These people don’t have the
As a student,Tom receives a uniform
foresight I do due to their history and
and food at school in addition to the
lifespan,” VanderWal said. “They don’t
meal from the orphanage. His sponsor
have a five-year plan or a 10-year
pays $30 per day for his expenses.
plan.”
The orphanage, however, cannot

host
children
younger
than
school-age.

\

“Without
having a full-time
mother
onsite,
we’re not suited
for little kids,”
VanderWal said.
Instead,
he VanderWal
distributes
the
younger orphaned
children among local families and
pays the families a fee. VanderWal
said though this foster system costs the
orphanage more money, it allows the
children to live in a family setting probably a benefit to them.
To give families, especially single
mother families, an opportunity to
sustain themselves, VanderWal collects
money for pigs and goats, which cost
$70 per head. One pig at $30 can
sustain an entire family.
VanderWal
cited
the
New
International Version of the B(x>k of
James 1:27: “Religion that God our
Father accepts as pure and faultless is
this: to look after orphans and widows
in their distress and to keep oneself
from being polluted by the world.”
Since VanderWal has begun his
work in East Africa, he has been
received into the Buganda tribe and
the Mpindi clan. He is one step further
in his mission to spread the Gospel
as godfather to a local girl. Patience,
and as administrator of the Ugandan
orphanage.
For more information, visit http://
www.libertyinmissions.com/.

Courtesy Photo / Ken VanderWal
A child receives medical treatment at Ken VanderWal's Ugandan orphanage.

«

United States

Uganda

Population 314.7 million

32.7 million

Land Area 9.8 million square miles

93,072 square miles

Official Language(s) English

English, Swahili

Major Religions Christianity

Christianity, Islam

Life Expectancy 77 years (men), 81 (women)

52 years (men), 53 (women)

Main Exports chemical products, food and
Tobacco, corn, cotton, beans,
live animals, military equipment sesame, computers, electrical
and aircrafts
machinery and vehicles
GNP per Person USD 47,580

sskowronek@ lanthorn .com

USD 420

(Figures and facts courtesy of the United Nations and the BBC)

Pow Wow to give cultural insight
Native American student group hosts GVSU Spring Pow Wow this weekend
By Tracy Gershon
GVL Staff Writer
Cultural
enrichment
is
a common thread among.
organizations and programs on
Grand Valley State University’s
campus. The GVSU Spring
Pow Wow, which focuses on
Native American culture, adds
to this key component at the
university.
Although the event is a
social gathering aimed at
entertainment and fun, it was
planned to provide cultural
insight, as well. The idea of

V*""

GVL Archive
The pow wow is this weekend.

diversity is another important
aspect to the pow wow.
“Diversity enriches the
Grand
Valley
experience
and it is appreciated by
students, faculty, staff and the
surrounding community,” said
Karen VanderLaan, a GVSU
social work student,
This is the 12th pow wow
on GVSU’s Allendale Campus,
and the -event has gained
popularity steadily throughout
the years. Also, this annual
event has evolved from a
smaller-scaled pow wow with
one grand entry to a two-day
event with two grand entries
on Saturday and Sunday. The
event now consists of raffles,
demonstrations, silent auctions
and dance lessons.
“This event is important
to the GVSU campus to
show that there is a vibrant
Native American presence
here, although we are a small
minority on campus,” said
Jamie Granger, president of
the Native American Student
Association. “It is a LIB 100
event that aims to increase
intercultural knowledge and
competence.”
t

Copper

Around 250 to 300 people
are expected to attend and
although some stay the entire
time, the event is organized so
people can come and go. Of the
guests at the event, about half of
the attendees will be members
of the GVSU community:
faculty, staff or students. The
rest will most likely be from
the local community and the
Native American community.
“This year we have been
able to expand co-sponsorship
of the event to include the
Native (American) Student
Association, the School of
Social Work, the anthropology
department and the Inclusion
and Equity Division,” said
Dee Ann Bos worth, director of
Intercultural Training.
Guests can expect to be
active members in the event
as they view Native American
dance and partake during
the intertribal dances where
people are welcomed to dance
regardless of their ethnic
backgrounds.
“Watching
pow
wow
dancers
in
their regalia,
smelling the sacred herbs,
hearing the singing and feeling

Ims
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the drumming makes for a true
immersive experience, one for
all of your senses to savor,”
VanderLaan added.
The 12th annual Spring
Pow Wow will be held this
Saturday and Sunday from 11
a.m. to 6 p.m. in the Fieldhouse
Arena. On Saturday there will
be a feast served at 4 p.m.
Guests are encouraged to bring
nonperishable food items to be
donated to the Native American
Seniors Meal Program.
“Often we view native
cultures as relegated to the
past,” said Simone Jonaitis,
executivedinectorofContinuing
Education at GVSU, “The
GVSU Pow Wow helps remind
us that native people are present
in our community today and it
is important we as a university
honor and leam from all those
in our community. Learning
from and being receptive to all
cultures is a critical element of
GVSU’s focus on inclusion.”

s£6&ortj
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Cancer survivors take laps around the track to kick off Relay for Life.

Relay participants sprint to
$125,000 fundraising goal
By Brittney Mestdagh
GVL Staff Writer
From Friday to Saturday
night, more than 2,000 students
and community members will
gather in the Fieldhouse Arena
to remember those who lost
the battle to cancer and support
those still fighting.
Relay for Life is an event to
raise awareness of cancer and to
fight back against the disease by
fundraising for a cure. This year
2j013 participants are signed up
on % teams. So far, the teams
have raised $46,671.
“We are well on our way
for fundraising our goal of
$125,(XX),” said Sara Baker,
Colleges
Against
Cancer
secretary.
CAC President Chelsea
Page said they are ahead of
where they were last year in
fundraising and active members.
This year they have double the
number of active members, or
members who have a dollar
to their names on the Web site
http://www.relayforlifegvsu.
com. The participation grows
every year.
Last year. Grand Valley State
University's Relay chapter was
the top in the nation of college
chapters. Baker said.
This year the theme of the
event is Sailing Towards a Cure.
There will be a Dane the leaker
inflatable and a stage in the shape
of a boat. Baker said. There will
also be themed events such as a
treasure hunt, crab crossing and
navy trivia.
CAC is intnxiucing a new
event this year in the bradecorating contest, “Treasure
Your Chest,” to be held during
the breast cancer awareness
hour. Participants decorate a bra
and enter it into the competition.
Baker said she is looking
forward to this event.
“I am excited to see the new
event come through at Relay,”
she said.
There will also be local

bands performing throughout
the night. Page said they have
a guitarist, beat boxer and the
GVSU-based a cappella group.
Midnight Snack, lined up to
perform.
“I am really looking forward
to the excitement in the air,”
Page said. “It is a certain essence
fundraising creates where it is
not just about the money. I want
to be a part of that atmosphere.”
The
atmosphere
Relay
creates is why many student
organizations
sign
up
to
participate in the event.
“It is not only a great
opportunity to encourage group
dynamics, but it is also great to
promote our organization to the
GVSU community,” said Amber
Williamson, the co-captain of
the Pals Student Mentors team.
Pals is a student organization
that mentors at-risk youth in
the greater Grand Rapids area.
Williamson said some team
members are bringing the
children they mentor to Relay.
The team currently has 19
members signed up, and she
anticipates five children will
come with their mentors.
“It is a great opportunity to
show the kids things they can do
in the community,” she said.
ITie
campus
television
station,
GVTV.
is
also
participating in the event but not
just behind the scenes. This year
GVTV decided to form a team
as well as have members film
and interview participants to
broadcast on the station.
“Bringing
happiness
to people in the form of
entertainment is what we do
best,” said Christina Choriatis.
“If we can help out one more
person to be able to have that
experience then that would be
the best feeling in the world.”
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GVL DIGEST
Sports in Brief
GVSU righthander grabs
GLIAC pitcher of the week
Sophomore pitcher Kyle Schepel was
the named the GUAC's pitcher of the week
on Monday after pitching seven strong
innings in the Lakers' 9-6 win over the
University of Findlay this past weekend.
Schepel allowed only two hits and walked
none while striking out a career-high nine
batters. The Grand Rapids native is now
4-2 on the season, and has allowed just
37 hits in 40 innings of work.

Rainy weather causes
game cancellations,
relocations
Several scheduled GVSU athletic events
were cancelled or moved as a result of
the ram that moved through the area this
week Tuesday's baseball doubleheader
against Saginaw Valley State University
was moved to tonight, and the exhibition
between the Lakers and the West Michigan
Whitecaps on Wednesday was cancelled.
Both the men's and women's tennis teams
were forced to move their Tuesday matches
against Northwood University inside.

Wheelchair tennis coach
takes home award
GVSU wheelchair tennis program
director Lynn Bender was recently awarded
the Nancy Mickler Memorial Award. The
award is given to the female who has
done the most to promote tennis in the
Midwest.

Schedule
Today
- Baseball vs. Saginaw Valley
(doubleheader), 2 p.m. and 5 p.m.
- Softball at North wood
(doubleheader), 3:30 p.m. and
5:30 p.m.
Friday
- M./W. Track at Miami (Ohio),
3 p.m.
Saturday
- Baseball at NorthwocxJ
(doubleheader), 1 p.m. and 4 pjn.
- Softball at Hillsdale
(doubleheader), 1 p.m. and 3 pjn.
- M7W. Track at Ferris State, 10
aiii.
- M/W. Track at Miami (Ohio), 11
am.
- M/W. Tennis at Drury
(Indianapolis), 2:30 pm.
- M. Golf at Great Lakes Region
Invitational 3 (Day 1), all-day event
- W. Golf at Lady Panther Spring
Shootout (Day 1), all-day event
Sunday
- Baseball at Northwood
(doubleheader), noon and 3 p.m.
- Softball at Findlay
(doubleheader), noon and 2 p.m.
- M./W. Tennis at Rockhurst
(Indianapolis), 2:30 p.m.
- M. Golf at Great Lakes Region
Invitational 3 (Day 2), all-day
event
- W. Golf at Lady Panther Spring
Shootout (Day 2), all-day event

Former GY golfer turns pro
After loss of Kristina
Langton last season,
women s golf team
steps up play to
continue success

As a senior at Grand Rapids
Catholic Central High School in 2007,
Langton won the Division III state title.
At GVSU, she was a first-team AllAmerican and earned first-team AllGLIAC honors twice, langton also
captured the Grand Rapids City Golf
Championship in 2008.
While the awards indicate the
By Jared Greenleaf
Lakers should have been devastated by
GVL Senior Reporter
the loss, this season’s results have been
In any sport, the departure of a key
just' as strong as last season. Through
member can demoralize a team when
last fall and into this spring, the team
trying to reach its goals. As for the
has won five times, while also taking
women’s golf team, losing one of its
home a second and third place finish.
teammates to the professional ranks
“Kristina’s decision (to turn pro)
has instead only added fuel to the fire
really motivated us,” said junior Allie
in their attempt to become the top team
Tyler. “A lot of people thought that
in the country.
because we lost her, we were not going
Just one week after her team
to be as good and might
finished second at the
wonder what will
“It pushes us more
Division II National
happen to us. We’re
Championships
last
knowing that we
proving we’re just as
May, Grand Valley
good, we’re shooting
lost
a
consistent
State
University
the same scores and
low scorer every
head coach Rebecca
we’re winning the
Mailloux was notified
single tournament.’
same
number
of
by former standout
tournaments if not
ALLIE TYLER
Kristina l^angton that
more. I think it’s
GVSU JUNIOR
she would be leaving
motivated
us
and
school to become a
we’re doing really
professional golfer.
well.”
L>angton’s
decision
came
to
Langton is currently playing on
Mailloux as a surprise.
the Duramed Future’s Tour, which is
“I didn’t know it was going to be
the LPGA’s developmental tour. After
so soon, 1 thought she might give it
missing the cut in her first Duramed
another year,” she said. “I knew that it
event this spring, she ended March by
(was a decision) down the road; we had
finishing tied for 21st at the Riviera
talked about it at one point. I wasn’t
Nayarit Challenge in Nuevo Vallarta.
exactly forewarned it was going to
Mexico.
happen soon. I knew she wanted to go
Mailloux said she believed Langton
pm ... that wasn't a mystery.”
made the right decision for herself.
The decision not only came as a
“She wasn’t exactly into the school
surprise to Mailloux, but it was also a
side of things,” Mailloux said. “She’s
shocking revelation to her teammates.
got a huge passion for the game of golf
“1 think we were all surprised that
and always wanted to go pro. There’s
she did it so soon,” said senior Ashley
definitely no lack of dedication or work
Smith. “So once we got past the
ethic there. I think she’s much happier
initial shock or surprise that after her
doing that then trying to do the school
sophomore year, she would do that, I
and golf thing together.”
think we moved on pretty quickly and
Though the team is doing just fine
just started to work hard and didn’t let
in Langton’s absence, Tyler said it has
it bother us.”
urged the team more than ever to shoot
Losing Langton, a Grand Rapids
for the lowest score possible.
native, also meant losing a player who
“It pushes us more knowing that
left a notable golf legacy at GVSU and
we lost a consistent low scorer every
in the surrounding area.
single tournament,” Tyler said. “It

■

GVl Archive
professional golf career. The team has continued to perform well without her.

really forced us to elevate our games
and shoot consistently low like she did.
It puts more pressure on us knowing we
lost that consistent scorer, but I think
we’ve been able to right the challenge
and we’ve been good so far.”
The Lakers will look to bring home
another tournament title when they
head to Springfield, Mo., to compete
in the Lady Panther Spring Shootout
this weekend. The Lakers will play
a practice round on Friday before
competing on Saturday and Sunday.

j%reenleaf@ lanthorn .com

By Curtis Kalleward
GVL Staff Writer
After leading his team to a No. 4
ranking and a berth in the national
championship
tournament. Grand
Valley State University women’s
hockey head coach Cory Whitaker has
been named the American Collegiate
Hockey Association’s Division I Coach
of the Year.
Whitaker, who has been at the
team’s helm since he helped form the
program in 2007, will be presented
with the award during an April 30
ceremony in Naples, Fla.
“It’s an honor, but it’s not just me,”
he said. “If the players don’t believe
what you’re coaching, it’s hard to have
success. It’s the players who really make
us successful because of their hours in
the gym and their hours skating. Those
are all things that I don’t do that still
make this program successful.”

Perhaps more astounding than
an immediately competitive team was
the team’s accomplishments is the
a reason why ACHA coaches honored
turnaround experienced in just the
him with the distinction.
program’s first few seasons. The team
“One of the things he does well is
posted a 21-13-2 record in 2009, a
his 100 percent dedication to the girls
complete opposite of
in the program,”
2007’s 1-20-0 finish.
said
GVSU assistant
“That was our focus
“It was definitely a
coach
Darrell
from the beginning,
challenge overcoming
Gregorio. “From day
that first year, but it was
one, it’s been nothing
to build something
but, ‘How can I
a learning experience as
from nothing into
well,” Whitaker said.
make this program
what it is now.”
“Recruiting was a big
bigger and better?’
factor in us improving.
That was our focus
DARRELL GREGORIO
I honed in on players at
from the beginning,
GVSU ASSISTANT COACH
the middle talent level
to build something
because I knew that
from nothing into
what it is now.”
they were the ones who were really
Along with immediate playing time
listening. I knew I didn’t have a chance
available that other schools could not
with the really high ones because
they weren’t willing to help us build a
offer, Whitaker said GVSU’s prestige
and administration played big roles in
program.”
Whitaker’s perseverance to create
bringing two stellar recruitment classes

cu/itteQ
Follow LanthornSports
on Twitter for up-tothe-minute coverage of
Laker games, players
Courtesy Photo / GVSU Women's Hockey
GVSU women's hockey coach Cory Whitaker was named American Collegiate Hockey Association’s Division I Coach of the Year
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Former GVSU goiter Kristina

Langton's 21st place finish
at the 2010 Riviera NayaritChallenge in Nuevo Vallarta,
Mexico netted her $1,251. By
comparison, the 10 players
who tied for 20th at the 2009
Masters

in

Augusta,

Ga.,

took home $71,400. Winner
Angel Cabrera took home an
astounding $1.35 million, (

Women's hockey coach named league's best

now on
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Kristina Langton left the GVSU golf team after her sophomore year to pursue a
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to Allendale.
“Not
many
institutions
can
offer
you
the
same things they
do here and still
offer
women’s
hockey,” he said.
“(GVSU Director
of Student Life Whitaker
and Services) Bob
Stoll and Grand Valley have given us
great support from day one.”
A GVSU graduate and former all
conference goaltender on the men’s
hockey team, Whitaker is joined
behind the bench by fellow GVSU
alumni Gregorio, Tom Hofman and
Sean McKeman. McKeman, the
team’s strength and conditioning
coach, received both his undergraduate
and graduate degrees as a leaker.
“When you can preach that you’re
a direct result of the school and the
program that you’re talking about, you
have an advantage,” Whitaker said.
“Parents especially like it. The kids
don’t usually think that far into the
future, but there’s a trust factor from
the parent.”
Junior forward Lynn Loechli
transferred to GVSU before the 2009
season and said the homegrown
connection played a part in her
relocation.
“Knowing that the entire coaching
staff is all alumni showed me. that
our coaches are very dedicated to
our school,” she said. “They wanted
to show that Grand Valley is a great
school academically too, not just in
hockey.”
Through all the ups and downs,
good times and bad, Whitaker has
turned a newborn into a superstar in
just three seasons.
“It’s been an amazing journey,”
Whitaker said. “1 always tell the
players that the view from atop the
mountain is going to be so much more
wonderful knowing how hard you had
to work to get there. This award is my
mountain.”

ckalleward© lanthorn rom
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Baseball team proves 'pretty
good at everything' this season
Emanuel
Johnson
GVL Spoils Editor

I’ll admit that I’m not
that big of a baseball person
- football is my sport of
preference. I had just started
learning the ins and outs,
methodology and finer details
when I first s'tarted playing

GVLI Andrew Mills
GVSU freshman Jeff Globerson hits a backhand during Friday's match against Wayne State.

Men's tennis flattened
by Northwood
pairings had chances to beat their
opponents, but came up short.
“It was tough because our second
In a year filled with too many ups and
doubles went from being right there with
downs to count, the Grand Valley State
them to all of a sudden the match being
University men’s tennis team dropped
done,” said GVSU head coach John
its second conference match in a row,
Black. “Third doubles had opportunities,
severely hampering their chances of they were a point or two from winning it,
making the NCAA tournament.
and we just couldn’t pull them out. That’s
The Lakers dropped an 8-1 decision
why Northwood is 15th in the country.”
to 15th-ranked Northwood University
Freshman Jeff Globerson said the team
on Tuesday, dropping the team’s GL1AC
battled throughout the afternoon but was
record to 3-3. The Timberwolves entered
simply overpowered by Northwood.
the game undefeated in conference play
“I actually thought we played pretty
and continued their hot
well,” he said. “I felt like I
streak
against
GVSU,
“Getting swept
should have played a little
sweeping the three doubles
better in singles but lost
in doubles
matches and taking five
my patience. In the doubles
out of six in the singles.
against a team
we all played pretty well,
GVSU also took on
and we all played to our
like Northwood
Aquinas
College
on
level, but Northwood is
is basically a
Wednesday. Game results
just a really good team. We
were not available at time
guaranteed loss.
didn’t really have a chance
of press.
because their players are
JEFF GLOBERSON
Although the Lakers
just so good.”
GVSU FRESHMAN
were
defeated
by
The struggles of the
Northwood,
sophomore
doubles
pairs
continue
Josh Kazdan said the final score was not
to haunt the Lakers. In each of their
indicative of how tight the matches were.
conference losses they have dropped the
“We had a lot of matches that could
majority of their doubles matches, putting
have gone either way,
and it was
the team in a hole when singles matches
unfortunate that we didn’t pull them out,”
begin.
he said. “We had a bunch of close second
“Getting swept in doubles against a team
sets that could have gone either way, and
like Northwood is basically a guaranteed
it just didn’t happen. We’ll learn from the
loss,” Globerson said. “It was a huge loss
experience and try to get wins in the rest
for us on that end. If we take one or two
of our close matches this season.”
of those, it’s a different match.”
The Timberwolves'entered the game
The Lakers will travel to Indianapolis
as the only team in the GLIAC ranked
this weekend to take on Drury University
in the top-30 teams in Division II and
on Saturday and Rockhurst University on
represented the best competition the
Sunday. Both matches will begin at 2:30
Lakers faced since their trip to Orlando,
p.m.
Fla., during spring break.
gmonahan@lanthorn.com
GVSU’s No. 2 and No. 3 doubles

By Greg Monahan
GVL Staff Writer

MLB 2K8 (and oh, how that
series went downhill from
there).
But even I can tell you
that what the Grand Valley
State University baseball
team is doing right now is
out of the ordinary.
I’m not certain, but
I’m pretty sure that it’s
uncommon for eight out of
nine starters in the lineup to
have batting averages at or
above .320 halfway through
the season. From the leadoff
man on down, the consistent
batting performances of
each player in the lineup has
enabled the team to register
double-digit runs in 12
games this season.
And speaking of the
leadoff man, sophomore
outfielder Cody Grice has
been absolutely on fire this
season. I know that, being
the leadoff man, Grice is
supposed to lead the team
in on-base percentage, but
he doesn’t. While it is at a
high .528, Grice’s on-base
percentage is second to the
next man down the lineup,
sophomore third baseman
Brian Robinson (.533).
Where Grice excels
is everywhere else. He is
head and shoulders above
his teammates in slugging
percentage at .741 and leads
the team in hits, runs and
RBIs. He leads the team with
12 multi-base hits and is
second on the team with five
homeruns.

The Lakers have
performed well on the
other side of the plate, as
well. Despite having a few
starting pitchers go down at
the beginning of the season,
the Laker pitching staff has
managed to find a way to
continue to perform at a high
level.
T hree pitchers, junior Joe
Jablonski, sophomore Cory
Rademacher and freshman
Brad Zambron, were forced
to take up starting roles after
the injuries. Neither of them
have been defeated yet, and
two of them, Jablonski and
Rademacher, have ERAs
below 2.5.
I know that baseball
is supposed to be a sport
of consistency, but is this
normal? To have pJayers
up and down the lineup put

runs across the plate at the
same time that the pitching
staff confuses the opposing
offense, what team can
compete with that?
But GVSU head coach
Steve Lyon foresaw this.
When the season first started,
he told me, “I don’t think
we’re extraordinarily great
at any one thing, but we’re
pretty good at everything.”
I’d think that “pretty
good” is an understatement,
but then again, I’m not a
baseball expert.
But I can tell you that as
long as this team continues to
post all-around performances
as it’s done thusfar, the
Lakers will put themselves
over the postseason hump
and give themselves a great
shot at winning it all.

sports @ lanthorn .com

GVL / Andrew Mills
Members of the GV baseball team warm up before a past game.

Go to amazon.com/buyback

It’s ndt outr in the open, but

Send us your used textbooks
at no cost to you

fi n jriri
uniCir

ISHERE
1 out of 3 college students experienced the illness
or loss of a family member or close friend in the
last year. Talk about loss and help your friends
in need by starting a National Students of AMF
Support Network Chapter at your school.

Talk About Loss

Millions of items to choose
from at amazon.com

amazon.com/buyback
Buyback titles are purchased by a third party merchant
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MARKETPLACE
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CLASSIFIED RATES
DEADLINES: Noon Fnday for Monday, Noon Wednesday tor Thursday
E mail your classifieds: id' n <i ; mthofn.com

Nice 3 bedroom house in nicer

Wanted

neighborhood near zoo and PEW
Campus. 5-10 minute walk to

Seeking small rowboat or canoe
for rental or for purchase. Boat
must be able to hold 3-4 persons
and be in good condition. Please
contact justusa@mail.gvsu.edu

Opportunities
GVSU Therapeutic Recrea
tion Club Benefit Golf Outing.
April 17 1:00 at the Mead
ows. $40/student $150/non
student. Registration dead
line April TO gvsutrclub@yahoo.com
Philanthropic Advertising op
portunity GVSU car show
April 17th benefiting com
panions in courage funding
playrooms in hospitals. A do
nation of $25-500 purchases
space at show to showcase
business/entity/club. Details
at gvsucarclub.com or e-mail
joeldeveriendt@qmail.com
Employment
Bartenders wanted. Up to
$250/Day. No Experience
necessary. Training provided.
Age
18+
Okay.
Call
1-800-965-6520. ext. 226.
Housing
The Village at 48 West. Stop
in Today! Rates starting at
only $395! 616.895.2400 or
www.48west.com for more
info

campus. $800 /mth plus utilities;
new high efficiency furnace in
stalled. Lease available 8/1. Call
(616)

891-0355

or

(616)

443-8849. Ask for Mathew Ulrich

1 roommate needed for Fall
"10 to Winter "11 at Mead
ows Crossing. Includes free
parking, free highspeed inter
net, free Comcast cable, and
free water and sewer. For
more information or if you are
interested please e-mail me
at fiscusc@mail.gvsu.edu
Copper
Beech
Townhomes...the
most
space for the best price! 1,2,
3, or 4 bedroom units! Lo
cated in Allendale on 48th
Street. Call 616-895-2900 or
visit
copprbeechtownhomes.com
for more information.
Awesome Summer Rental
10 minutes from Grand Ha
ven and 8 from campus. 5
large bedrooms, 2 1/2 bath
and 3 acre secluded back
yard with full volleyball court
and fire pit all surrounded by
woods right on Lake Michi
gan Dr. Open mid May thru
mid August. Please contact
Kelly at 616-453-0923 or
dkfaul@sbcqlobal.net

FREQUENCY

COMMERCIAL

NONPROFIT

2 Issues min.
3-4 Issues
5+ Issues

60<t/word

55c/word

55$/word

50c/word

50<£/word

45<t/word

Need 1 or 2 roommates to
share a nice 3 bedroom, 1
bath home near downtown.
House located on the busline
between PEW and Allendale
campus. Rent is $325 plus
we split utilities. Immediate
availability. If you have any
questions,
call
989-289-4330.____________
Open House Sunday April 11
1-3 P.M. 11361 40th Ave Al
lendale (N. off lake michigan
dr. on 40th to condo.) 2 bed
room, 2 bath, mint condition
ground floor condo.
1.5
miles from campus center.
Appliances included. Why
rent when you can own for
just
$64,900?
See
www.GRAR.com (MLS #
773723) or call Laura Koetje
at Smith-Diamond Realty
616-262-1303
2 bedroom Grandville 6 miles
from campus $625 includes
utilities garage deck lease
616 453 7457
Miscellaneous
Hungry Howie’s in Allendale
has AMAZING specials just
for GVSU! Look inside the
paper to find them! WE DE
LIVER! Call 616-895-6777 or
order
online
@
hungryhowies.com
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Get your news online at

Lanthorn.com
and leave some feedback.

STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS:
S10.® per week up to 25 words,
Each additional word 25C

Los Angeles Times Daily Crossword Puzzle
Edited by Rich Norris and Joyce Lewis
ACROSS
1 Some pilgrims
6 Contests on the
road
15 Enjoy a victory,
say
16 Ignore, as an
insult
17 More or less
uniform
18 Black Sea region
19 Holiday pie
ingredients
21 Growth chart
data: Abbr.
22__torch
23 Chateau
Michelle: world’s
largest Riesling
producer
24 Deem appropriate
26 Indifferent grade
27 Space balls?
29 26-Across
enhancement
30 “Holy Toledo!”
32 Like a ward for
some new
hospital patients
34 It fits in a lock
35 Chat with
someone on the
way out?
39 Pitcher Dwight
Gooden’s
nickname
40 Home to FDR’s
presidential
library
42 Showbiz figure
45 Seattle Slew,
vis-&-vis Swale
46 ‘The nursery of
England’s
gentlemen”
47 Park in NYC, e g.
48 “Oops” elicitors
50 Like “Spring” from
Vivaldi’s “The
Four Seasons”
51 ‘Touch Me in the
Morning” singer
53 “Oh no!”
54 Parasite
56 Church rite site
59 The “Demon Star”
60 Pass6 reception
aid
61 Jack’s partner in
a 1982 #1 John
Cougar song
62 Tony award
category
63 Join
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By Mike Nothnagel

DOWN
1 Adds in great
quantities
2 Cart’s wheel
attachment
3 Part of a kid’s
lunch from home
4 Chase on stage
5 WWII Mark ll’s
6 First name at
Notre Dame
7 Dreamer ’s
activity
8 In reality
9 Baker’s supply
10 Piece of
cheesecake?
11 Somewhat
12 1992 Wimbledon
runner-up to
Steffi
13 Called forth
14 Word on some
Emmy awards
20 Like many a
residential
system
25 Spark
28 Nasty
30 Wasp’s nest site
31 Complaint
33 Distance
covered by a first
step
34 Sequences

Friday’s Puzzle Solved
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36 Teacher of Adele
Varens, in an
1847 novel
37 Bothering a tot
38 “Nope, the other
thing”
41 Pew extension
42 Stone figures
43 Increase in
complexity,
perhaps
44 Vampire played
by Cruise

45 Assertion from
one who won’t
be outdone
48 Shows
49 Part of a deck
52 Golf hazard,
often
55 “Enemies, A
Love Story”
Oscar nominee
57 47-Across, e.g.
58 PC-to-PC
system

to complete your own 2010 Census form that arrived in the mail. By participating, you re helping
future students enjoy some of the same benefits and services that you have today It s just 10 questions
and takes about 10 minutes So fill it out and mail it back.
ITS IN OUR HAMOS

IL YOU MAIL IT BACK.
2010cffnsus.gov
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'Ask the ...' brings professional careers to public eye
WGVU restarts broadcast oj educational show with Shelley Irwin to feature gardener, wine expert, dentist, veterinarian
By Josh Brunsting

show’s viewers but also to do it in a
way that allows each viewer to have
GVL Staff Writer
a hand in the discussion.
A long-running show on WGVU
“We hope to offer an interactive
will make its return this month and
forum for viewers and ‘experts’ to
bring with it a batch of new subjects
communicate on a wide variety of
about topics not always in the public
topics, from the veterinarian to the
eye.
architect to the optometrist,” she said.
“Ask The ...” is a weekly show
“Perhaps my hosting skills will set
running on WGVU, a service of
the bar for an easy, conversational,
Grand Valley State University, that
informational invitation for viewers
features a variety of topics ranging
to participate.”
from medicine to sports, all in hopes
The show has a hand in getting
of educating the viewer.
information out to
“Host
Shelley
the general public,
“We hope to offer an
Irwin
invites
a
a major point in
group of experts
interactive forum for
the existence of
into
the
studio
public television.
viewers and 'experts'
to
discuss
new
“Getting
this
developments
in
to communicate on
information
out
their fields and to
a wide variety of
to
people
and
answer questions,”
having a venue
topics... ”
says the show’s
for them to access
official Web site.
some free advice
“Viewers
are
is part of our
SHELLEY IRWIN
encouraged
to
ongoing mission
'ASK THE ...' HOST
call in and ask
to educate, inform
WGVU
questions on air or
and
entertain,”
send in questions
said the show’s
and comments to the show ”
producer James Holland. “We do
Irwin has been the show’s host
not expect to be solving everybody’s
since her first year at WGVU.
problems, but we can at least help
She not only hopes to educate the
them to decide if they do need to

What you should have been
watching on Easter Sunday

Five years ago today,
the rematch between Randy
’The Ram’ Robinson and
The Ayatollah took place,
the climax of the last year’s
critically lauded film “The
Wrestler.”
I caught a matinee showing
of “Slumdog Millionaire”
one Sunday morning last
year to prep myself for the
Oscars, with plans to see “The
Wrestler” shortly thereafter.
Never so soon has a work made
me almost completely dismiss a
Danny Boyle film.
I guess I should have
expected as much, as
Aronofsky has been completely
flawless since he first found
success in 1998 with “Pi.”
Rourke, on the other hand,
had begun to throw away his
career by jumping into the ring
in the early ‘90s, so I never
knew much of him until he
stole the show that was Robert
Rodriguez’s “Sin City” in 2005.
Critics had hailed this as
Rourke’s comeback, saying
Aronofsky had granted him
one last shot to get back on
top. This would be the first of
a number of striking parallels
found between Rourke and
the proverbial phoenix that
would resurrect his career
from the ashes: the role of
Randy “The Ram” Robinson.
Rourke experienced an early
and perhaps premature rise to
prominence, the loss of clout
and subsequent fall from grace
and an eventual renewal or
rebirth.
Aronofsky was arguably
transformed after the success
of the film as well, arming
off of the financial and critical
disappointment that was the
tumultuous production of his
labor of love, “The Fountain.”
“The Wrestler” would bring

him widespread critical praise,
and the $6 million film would
go on to gross almost $45
million in sales.
A majority of the problems
I have with the Academy’s
choices last year started with
its snubbing of Rourke for Best
Actor, which instead went to
Sean Penn (“Milk).” It should
also be noted they somehow
failed to nominate Bruce
Springsteen’s titular song for
the film, which managed to
win the Golden Globe for that
category a short time before.
Clint Mansell, known for
the theme from “Requiem
for a Dream,” also produced
a haunting score for the film
accompanied by original Guns
N’ Roses axeman Slash, but
I guess if you’re not getting
an award for The Boss’ work,
you’re not getting an award
period.
It appears that if there’s one
thing I can be thankful for, it’s
that the title role didn’t go to the
studio’s first choice, Nic Cage.
What a waste of celluloid that
would have ended up being,
regardless of if Aronofsky was
still on board or not.
The movie itself isn’t
pretentious or dismissive, as
a number of films hailed by
the Academy sometimes are,
but instead it is accessible
to all. What makes this film
work is its ability to speak to
people from all different walks
of life, and members of any
generation.
While “The Passion of The
Christ” may have become
customary Easter viewing
for most, “The Wrestler” is
perhaps a more fitting real-life
application for the themes of
death and resurrection. Those
of us who have lost the trust
of a lover due to infidelity,
flunked a class mandatory for
graduation or even given up
on an old hobby because you
simply didn't see the point of it
anymore ... this one is for you.

clevandoski@ lanthorn cam
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consult a professional. 1 think we try
to bring a glimpse of the (different
talents in) West Michigan to our
viewers and hope to inspire them
to be more aware and eager to take
advantage of what resources we
have here in this community.”
They do all of this through the
guise of fun and often colorful
features.
“Some of the more interesting
‘Ask The’ episodes have been the
ones we did onsite,” Irwin said.
“We did one onsite at the John Ball
Zoo, but my favorites are the ‘Ask
The Vet’ episodes. We bring in live
animals, such as turtles, and have
really great discussions on wildlife
and wildlife rescue.”
The show’s topics are also picked
based on what the producers believe
will interest the public, suggestions
from viewers directly or from
conversations with experts that
people have in daily life.
“There are some fairly universal
topics that almost everyone has
questions about: our health,our pets’
health, the environment we live in,
our financial and legal obligations,”
Holland said. “We also want to
inspire people to step out of their
comfort zone and try something

Courtesy Photo / Shelley Irwin
Shelley Irwin hosts the "Ask the ... " show, with new episodes every Thursday.

new. There are shows where chefs
have prepared food, wine experts
talk about wine and food pairings;
we talk people through improving
their golf swing and how they can
enjoy all the natural resources in

Naked Obscenity
Created by artists Joey Salomon and Phanie Mills for their senior show, the
controversial Naked Obscenity exhibit will be on display in the Padnos Gallery
through Friday. A reception will take place from 5 p.m. to 7 p.m. today.

GVL Photos / James Brien
Naked Obscenity has been displayed all week in the Padnos Gallery.

See more: Visit Lanthorn.com
foi a photo slideshow and
coverage of the reception.

Friday

music at the Climbing Center in the Fieldhouse

4 p.m. to 5:30 p.m.: Capture the Flag hosted by

Arena

the Students for a Sensible Drug Policy in the

6:30 p.m.: "Broadway Our Way" at the BOB.

Arboretum

in Grand Rapids, featuring dinner and cocktail

5 p.m.: Latin American Film Festival at the

reception; tickets cost $35

Wealthy Theatre in Grand Rapids

7:30 p.m.: "Rhinoceros" in the Louis Armstrong

6 p.m.: The annual Roman Banquet presented by

Theatre in the Performing Arts Center

the Classics Society in the Thornapple Room of the

8:30 p.m.: "Baila Conmigo" in the Fieldhouse

Kirkhof Center, free admission but reservations

Arena, free and open to the public, with a Latino

recommended

culture showcase

Grand Rapids
*

f.

jbrunsting@lanthorn .com

7 p.m.: Bad Words: Live music at the DAAC in

w

.A

Michigan.”
The show airs every Thursday at
6 p.m. on WGVU, and repeats on
Mondays at 12:30 a.m.
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Sunday

7:30 p.m.: "Rhinoceros" in the Louis Armstrong

2 p.m.: "Rhinoceros" in the Louis Armstrong

Theatre in the Performing Arts Center

Theatre in the Performing Arts Cente

8 p.m. to 9:30 p.m.: Twilight Tour at the John Ball

2:30 p.m.: "U-Carmen" screening as part of the

Zoo in Grand Rapids; $7 admission or $9 for non

Chiaroscuro Film Series, showing at the UICA in

members

Grand Rapids

Saturday

the Sherman Van Solkema Recital Hall in the

3 p.m.: Latin American Film Festival at the

Performing Arts Center

3 p.m.: Early Music Ensemble performs in

Wealthy Theatre in Grand Rapids

5 p.m.: GVSU's Varsity Men will perform their

7 p.m. to 11 p.m.: Rock the Rock, featuring live

music at St. Mark's Episcopal Church in Grand
Rapids

Courtmv Movi* Poster / thewrestlermovi# com
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